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Chapter 831 - Strange Changes 

“An existence wishes for eternal life.” The Void Sky Divine Vine told him. These words crashed down like 

thunder! 

“This… what is going on?” Heaven overflowing waves surged within Shi Hao’s heart. He looked at those 

engravement fragments, and then he looked at the Void Sky Vine, finding it difficult to calm down. 

The Void Sky Divine Vine was a stalk of divine medicine that had lived for endless years, so it had 

naturally seen many strange things. It had witnessed the most outstanding people walk on the path of 

undying. 

“There is someone… who can live forever in this world without dying?” Shi Hao’s voice was trembling. 

Based on what he knew, regardless of whether it was the War Emperor or the Six Great Celestials, none 

of them were able to tread on that path. Even Fiend Island’s unsurpassed Demonic Sovereign failed. 

“You can look at it carefully yourself.” The Void Sky Divine Vine shone. The way it communicated with 

Shi Hao was extremely special, not through words or divine will, but only through a type of light. 

After the endless passage of time, it had seen too many things. As a divine medicine, those that 

possessed it were naturally all unmatched heroes. They left behind a few imprints that would not fade. 

The scenes were fragmented, not linked up at all. A person appeared, his gaze, and his style made one 

feel admiration from the heart. It was difficult to describe. 

This was a black clothed person that gazed high into the sky. Around this individual, lightning surged in 

tens of thousands of streaks, as if great rivers were overflowing. However, he was without fear. He 

opened his mouth, and with one breath, the sea of lightning entered his mouth. 

“Heavenly tribulation!” Shi Hao was sure that this was not an ordinary lightning dao secret method, but 

true lightning tribulation. It was divine judgment sent down from the heavens. 

Hong! 

Even more ferocious thunder and lightning descended, forming a vast body of water. The entire great 

earth was unexpectedly covered, the heavens itself crushing down. 

This left Shi Hao shaken. How great of a heavenly calamity was this? It was simply like the destruction of 

the world! 

The black clothed male’s hair flew about. He looked around thirty years of age, his eyes deep, carrying a 

profoundness of great time, as well as a lofty aura of overlooking the world, as if he was the sovereign of 

all. 

This was clearly an unmatched figure! 

When faced with this great disaster that covers heaven and earth, he pointed towards the heavens. As a 

result, the void began to collapse, and the endless lightning completely disappeared, cleanly erased! 



These types of methods, this type of might, it was simply unimaginable. 

Even though these were imprint fragments, that type of oppressive might and aura seemed to have 

transmitted from the ancient past. It was deeply engraved within Shi Hao’s heart, leaving him shaken. 

This person was too strong. Even heavenly tribulation was stopped with a single finger. 

Then, chaotic energy surged. The lightning that descended from the heavens changed. It was 

accompanied by chaotic light, crashing down as if a great river was pouring downwards. 

That black clad male had a graceful bearing and exuded confidence. His eyes were profound and 

unfathomable, defying the heavens and rushing upwards, directly charging towards the stars in outer 

space, pushing back all of the lightning tribulation. 

“Is he crossing a tribulation to become an immortal being?” Shi Hao asked. 

“He stands at the very peak of divine dao. After passing the heavenly tribulation, then he would no 

longer have to worry about death.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said. 

Shi Hao paid close attention, carefully studying those imprint fragments, feeling more and more shaken. 

Within the deep and remote starry sky, endless chaotic lightning radiance poured outwards, drowning 

that place. 

This black clothed individual quickly enlarged, the sun, moon, and stars revolving behind him. He 

became incomparably large, meeting this heavenly calamity head on. 

The lightning released a final flying immortal radiance, one that was world shaking. How often would 

one see this since the ancient times? That black clothed individual was finally wounded, hacked until he 

was covered with blood, bones broken and tendons snapped, his body scorched black. 

However, he was still alive. He watched as the lightning radiance disappeared, finally passing this final 

trial. 

However, right at this moment, the heavens in the world beyond split apart, releasing strand after 

strand of gray mists that surrounded that place. Then, that black clothed individual roared towards the 

heavens. 

Then, it was as if something appeared, fighting an intense battle against him. 

One could vaguely see a black colored claw descend. Then, with bloody radiance, that place erupted. 

When everything became peaceful, a corner of black clothes remained that was covered with blood. The 

lightning tribulation did not destroy it, nor did the gray mists corrode it, thus proving the existence of an 

unmatched expert. 

Aside from this, there was still a tattered cauldron that was now already covered in cracks. It carried a 

bit of remains and was drenched in red blood. It rushed towards the higher realms, bringing back news 

of death to Leaf Clan. 

"He... failed." Shi Hao sighed softly. This was definitely an unmatched hero. 



The starry domain became dim, because those great stars withered one after another, bringing about 

ruin. It became a place of death. This was a terrifying conclusion, a miserable end. 

“Who is he?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Ye Qianyu.” The Void Sky Divine Vine released a deep sigh. 

“En? This name seems a bit familiar, I seem to have heard it before.” Shi Hao thought to himself, and 

then he was alarmed. He suddenly raised his head and said, “Someone from the Ye Emperor Clan in the 

Archaic Era?” 

“Correct, the Ye Family’s most powerful expert, their most powerful existence -- Ye Qianyu.” Void Sky 

Divine Vine said. 

It had previously witnessed this with its own eyes, because it was precisely in that cauldron. As a divine 

medicine, it still couldn’t rescue that exceptional individual’s life, because it was never even given the 

chance to do so. 

“You… weren’t you born in Immortal Ancient?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

“I was brought into this place by someone.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said calmly. 

“These imprint fragments…” Shi Hao frowned. The Void Sky Divine Vine had a few other imprints within 

its body. There were a set of imprints that were extremely shocking. 

A white clad male with sharp eyebrows that reached to his temples could be seen. Every action he 

displayed released a domineering aura that moved heaven and earth, overlooking ten thousand eras. 

It was still a scene of tragedy. This hero that dominated an era also entered the depths of the universe, 

surrounded by starry streams, overlooking the nine heavens and tenth earth. He opened his mouth and 

roared. Starry streams moved about, and great stars exploded. 

He was hacked until he was covered in bloody injuries, but he persevered until the end, succeeding. 

When the lightning radiance retreated, his primordial spirit leapt out, wishing to use the remaining 

lightning radiance as a baptism. 

However, it was right at this moment that a shadow drifted over, surrounding that region. 

One could vaguely hear an unmatched hero roar out with reluctance. 

When everything calmed down, that person was no longer there. Only, that primordial spirit went from 

being resplendent to as black as ink. It then entered his head, and with incomparable difficulty, he 

took… one step. 

After one step, the pagoda that he cultivated with his life split apart. The fragments quickly rushed 

towards the three thousands provinces. 

In the skies, this person’s pupils were as black as his primordial spirit, giving the higher realms one last 

stupefied look. Then, later generations never saw him again. 

“Who is this person?” 



“Ancient Era Emperor Clan’s Mo Wudao.” Void Sky Divine Vine said. 

Shi Hao was greatly shaken. As expected, it was another great figure. He had heard of this person, read 

about his existence from the bone books Qi Daolin gave him. He was known as one of the Ancient Era’s 

most powerful existences. 

What was going on? This type of person reached the peak of divine dao and was about to achieve 

immortality, so why did these sudden changes happen? 

When he thought back to the scene from just now, Shi Hao felt a chill run down his back. He always felt 

like there was something ominous, a type of extremely horrifying feeling. Was that an accident?” 

“I did not personally witness it this time.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said. 

When it recovered its freedom, it discovered a fragment of Mo Wudao’s divine pagoda within some 

mountains and rivers. After taking root there, it seized a few fragmented scenes. 

Shi Hao had always been contemplating this problem. There were people from Immortal Ancient who 

became immortals, existing forever with the world, not dying, not being extinguished. However, no one 

in this era was able to do so. 

He had previously obtained many answers, but not of them were complete. 

There were all types of sayings from bone book recordings. 

Some said that this era had a few problems. Without heavenly tribulations, one couldn’t become 

complete, unable to take the final step. 

There were others that said that with each era, things change, that this era no longer had those 

conditions. 

There were others that said that it was proven by the most stunning individuals that once one took that 

step, there would be something extremely terrifying, something unimaginable that would happen. 

Now, the final saying was even more horrifying, because the Void Sky Divine Vine had a few imprint 

fragments within it that pointed in this direction. There really were some ‘strange changes’. 

Soon after, he thought about Fiend Island’s Demonic Sovereign, who also ended up like this. 

In this era, it wasn’t that no one could achieve immortality, but because there were strange unforeseen 

events! 

“What exactly is it?!” Shi Hao frowned. His heart shivered. This world truly was strange, with too many 

things unknown. It made him uneasy. 

He then thought of Willow Deity, recalling the words that it had spoken before. Once one took that step, 

it would be unimaginable. The most terrifying things would happen. 

“Did Willow Deity experience it before as well?” Shi Hao was shaken. He had heard the conversation 

between Willow Deity and the Little Pagoda before, but back then, he didn’t pay too much attention to 

it. Now that he thought back to it, he found it difficult to calm down. 



The Little Pagoda had vaguely said before that the Willow Deity might be the only existence that 

survived after experiencing ‘that’! 

“If you comply with your promise, then I will tell you an even more useful piece of information.” The 

Void Sky Divine Vine said anxiously. It truly was a bit uneasy, fearing that Shi Hao would completely eat 

it. 

“I am a man of my word. You don’t have to be scared.” Shi Hao said. 

“The path you are taking right now will most likely result in danger, possibly producing a ‘strange 

change’.” Void Sky Divine Vine unexpectedly spoke these words, immediately making Shi Hao 

dumbstruck. 

“Talk about it in more detail.” 

In the past, the Void Sky Divine Vine originally recovered its freedom, but later on, it entered the 

uninhabited region. As a divine medicine, its earth escape technique was astonishing. 

Unfortunately, it was unlucky. At that time, ‘Immortal Ancient’ had just opened, the Immortal Dao 

Flower Bud blooming. There were supreme experts everywhere. He was caught by someone and 

brought into Immortal Ancient. 

“I’ve had several owners in the past, followed a Five Crown King, accompanied a great formation 

master.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he couldn’t help but become shocked. 

“What I am saying is that there were those like you in the past who wished to become deities through 

offbeat methods. They were all heaven defying, but in the end, strange changes happened.” 

The Void Sky Divine Vine had followed Five Crown King, a heavenly talent that shook the past and 

present. He wanted to use the five elements’ source to become a deity, and as such, he searched 

throughout the entire world, appearing five times. 

He gathered anything related to the five elements, piling them up like a mountain. Any types of chaotic 

earth, primordial water, every single item was extremely heaven defying. 

The most shocking thing was that he had still even obtained certain origin matter from before the world 

was opened. If one merged with this, using it to ignite the self, it would have definitely been completely 

shocking. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he was extremely shocked. Using the source of five elements as a baptism to 

carry out a transformation, this was naturally shocking. 

Five elements, this included everything! 

It was clear that this Five Crown King was formidable, a figure that was above thousands of past 

generations. 



“That time, something unexpected happened when he only merged ‘two elements’. It was originally just 

a test, but in the end, he had to wait all the way until this final era before the five elements would all link 

up.” 

Something unexpected happened when he was just testing things out, leading to something like this 

happening. 

“What kind of accident?” Shi Hao asked. 

“A strange change happened.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said. It had personally witnessed this. 

The first time, that Five Crown King faced a comparatively smaller strange change. He stopped then, 

feeling quite shocked. Then, he continued to test things out, proceeding down that path, still 

succeeding. 

However, after this happened several times, his eyes began to lose luster, becoming a deathly gray. 

Then, this person departed, disappearing. 

The Void God Divine Vine didn’t speak about it in great detail, because it was too scared at that time. It 

escaped into a far away formation, as if it had experienced Ye Qianyu’s archaic disaster again. It felt 

incomparably fearful. 

“You are saying that achieving divinity through unconventional paths will bring about disasters, and 

some ominous things might happen?” Shi Hao frowned. 

“Exceptional existences who wish to surpass ancient experts, these types of things might happen to 

them.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said. This was the conclusion it came to after seeing the changes that 

happened to Five Crown King two or three times. 

When Shi Hao heard this, great waves stirred within his heart. 

“In the past, exceptional individuals, due to walking unconventional paths, ended up crippled or dead. 

Could it be related to these strange changes?” He frowned, thinking to himself. 

“This place is called Immortal Ancient, and the reason for this name is because it is related to a previous 

destroyed era. This is also why it is more common for irregular events to happen here.” Void Sky Divine 

Vine said. 

It was clear that it knew quite a few things. 

The previous great era was called Immortal Ancient. It already no longer existed, buried in the past. 

Rumors had it that this place was related to the destroyed Immortal Ancient. 

As such, this place was given the name “Immortal Ancient’, using the name of a past great era. 

“It is easy for strange chances to take place here, while the path you are taking is different. Even though 

it isn’t enough to shock the world right now, if you continue, there might be some problems.” The Void 

Sky Divine Vine reminded. 

“There was actually this type of saying…” Shi Hao was stunned. He silently thought for a long time, and 

then he raised his head, saying, “I want to see exactly what it will be!” 



After nurturing his injuries, he continued breaking through. 

This time, he gathered over a thousand streaks of fiery light, burning his flesh and setting his primordial 

spirit aflame. This entire world immediately became more terrifying, devoured by divine light. 

“En?” 

At this moment, those watching him from the outside world were shocked. Shi Hao could no longer be 

seen, disappearing from the Immortal Dao Flower’s petals. He no longer appeared on the monument. 

“Formidable after all!” 

Everyone knew that the path he walked was extremely unordinary. The Immortal Dao Flower’s petals 

covered everything, making it so that everyone couldn’t see him. 

When the thousandth fiery light was extinguished, Shi Hao seemed already half dead. Only after taking 

some divine medicine did he pick up some life. However, nothing unusual happened. 

He preserved and nurtured his spirit, attacking at the thousand and one divine streak of fiery light, 

burning his true self. However, it was at this moment that the Void Sky Divine Vine who was with the 

Divine Striking Stone felt great fear, releasing fluctuations and crying out loudly. 

“They... have come again after all! The strange changes are about to happen again!” 

Chapter 832 - Ominous 

In the void, a few abnormal things happened. There was a strange fluctuation that was like a ripple, but 

also like an ominous wind. It made the three thousand bluestone paths a bit dark and cold. 

“What are you saying?” The Divine Striking Stone was alarmed. It was together with the Emperor 

Butterfly and Void Sky Divine Vine, protecting Shi Hao from the distance. Right now, it also sensed 

something. 

“Please let me go, I truly do not wish to face this type of scene again…” The Void Sky Divine Vine was 

trembling all over. From the most powerful Ye Qianyu from the Archaic Era, then to the later generation 

Five Crown King, it had witnessed these ominous happenings more than once. 

The divine medicine could live for endless years, its life rather hard to extinguish. As such, it had seen 

many things that left it with a deep impression. 

“Hurry and wake up!” The Divine Striking Stone and Void Sky Divine Vine screamed loudly, trying to 

wake Shi Hao up from his state of dao comprehension, not wishing for him to burn away his true self. 

A type of danger had arrived, one that might decide life and death! 

The three thousand bluestone paths had over a thousand streaks of fiery light converge. Symbols 

jumped about, mysterious like creatures. They flickered with a metallic luster and flowed with the aura 

of great dao, forming a sea of flames made of natural dao. 

Fiery light surged, burning heaven and earth! 



Shi Hao continued to sit there, submerged under the terrifying flames. It was who knew how many times 

more dangerous than in the past. The heaven and earth furnace was already burnt until it was warped, 

about to collapse. 

In reality, Shi Hao already sensed something, feeling the irregularity. Ever since he learned of those past 

matters from the Void Sky Divine Vine, he already started to remain vigilant. 

Only, he never expected it to arrive so quickly! 

It came without any omen. Close to a thousand streaks of fiery lights retreated. The large amount of 

symbols scattered, entering the bluestone paths. Peace was returned to this place. 

Meanwhile, this time, even though he was injured, it was unlikely for him to die, because there was a 

piece of Void Sky Divine Vine already held in his mouth. This was to avoid provoking some strange 

events before entering a withered state. 

“What is that?” Shi Hao descended onto the ground. His entire body was scorched black. There was no 

danger to his life, but his injuries weren’t light either. He looked into the distance. 

Strand after strand of gray mists surged over. Even from far away, one would have a bad premonition, 

feeling a cold, sinister darkness approaching. 

It was extremely blurry in that direction with no shadows to be seen. However, a wave of chilliness that 

made one’s blood run cold was spreading, surrounding this ancient place. 

The Divine Striking Stone broke out into a cold shiver. It had never encountered something like this 

before. It didn’t have a flesh body, yet it still felt like it had goosebumps all over its body. 

“These types of things are happening again…” The Void Sky Divine Vine was the most sensitive, as it had 

witnessed tragedies one after another. It was the one in most fear. 

On the bluestone path, the stalks of spiritual medicines Shi Hao lowered earlier silently turned ash gray, 

and then disappeared into dust, thus disappearing without a trace. 

This was all because of a single gust of chill wind. There were no creatures, no intense fluctuations, yet it 

created such a sinister scene. 

“What kind of thing are you? Come out!” Shi Hao held the Void Sky Divine Vine in his mouth, using it to 

recover his foundational energy. His body released multicolored light, and his flesh began to expand, no 

longer dried up. 

“Careful…” The Void Sky Divine Vine was trembling. 

“All of you, back up.” Shi Hao had them stay a bit further away and not get close to him. A serious 

expression appeared on his face as he stared forward. 

The unknown was the most terrifying. Even now, they didn’t know who the enemy was. Meanwhile, a 

few exceptional individuals since the ancient times had died because of it. It truly made one’s heart go 

cold. 



The gray mists drifted over, approaching Shi Hao, carrying with them an endless gloomy coldness. At this 

moment, Shi Hao’s fine hairs couldn’t help but stand on end. He almost felt like a pincushion. 

There was no need for anyone to describe it in great detail. This was definitely an indescribably terrifying 

atmosphere. 

After being burned so viciously just now, over a thousand streaks of dao flames burning his flesh, now, it 

was as if he had fallen into an icehouse. These were two completely different extremities. 

This was only the start. When the wisps of mist thickened and the gray fog gradually became more 

concentrated, this type of chilliness reached the extreme. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, gray mists surged frantically, pouring over from the distance, cutting off what laid before him. 

It immediately made this place hazy. 

Changes quickly took place between heaven and earth, the coldness reaching the extreme. Even Shi 

Hao’s powerful body felt like it was being frozen, all of his fine hairs standing on end, and a layer of 

goosebumps covering his skin. 

At this moment, there was a great fear! 

The gate to the underworld seemed to have opened up, and it was gradually closing in on the human 

world. It appeared before Shi Hao, about to seize him and bring him away. 

His eyes were resplendent. Symbols appeared, turning into beams of light as he stared there. The 

Martial Dao Heavenly Eye, even though it still hadn’t truly formed, was still quite unordinary. 

However, aside from the gray fog, Shi Hao couldn’t see anything. There were no creatures, no sinister 

things. He couldn’t lock onto this strange enemy. 

He stood there calmly without moving, steadily facing these great changes. 

The great fog surrounded him, and then it began to contract, about to submerge him within. 

“Be careful, you definitely cannot let the fog approach your body, not even a wisp!” This was the Void 

Sky Divine Vine’s final warning. Then, it hid behind the Divine Striking Stone, no longer daring to come 

out. 

Xiu! 

The gray mist suddenly began to move, forming strand after strand. Like strange tentacles, they rushed 

at Shi Hao, the fluctuations they released extremely intense. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao was unmoving like a mountain. However, his only heavenly passage opened. A resplendent 

screen of light appeared around his body, shining like a great sun on the bluestone path to protect his 

body. 



These gray fog strands didn’t break through this obstruction, instead they suddenly changed. Those 

‘tentacles’ became perfectly straight and incomparably sharp like spears of death, piercing towards the 

only heavenly passage. 

Dang! 

This was clearly a gray fog, yet when they smashed into the only heavenly passage, there were actually 

metal sounds! The power was incredibly great! 

This place erupted with chaos. The gray fog surged, forming streaks one after another, attacking Shi Hao 

from all sides to penetrate the screen of light. 

Shi Hao stared at the fog. Even after all this time, he didn’t see any creatures, only this fog that attacked 

him continuously. His eyes became cold. 

Hong! 

He erupted with power. The ‘master’ of this fog didn’t even appear, yet it wanted to deal with him? 

In reality, this type of fog was enough to crush a group of experts that had just become deities. Normal 

people couldn’t defend against it at all. Only this type of ‘heavenly passage’ of his would display such 

shocking defensive power. 

Shi Hao took the initiative to take action. Streak after streak of lightning erupted from around him, 

hacking towards the mist to blast apart this strange matter. 

Electrical arcs interweaved, forming snow-white like blades as they engulfed his surroundings. This was 

the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique. Lightning descended streak after streak, all of them hacking 

at this fog. 

Something shocking happened. It didn’t retreat, instead turning red. It became like blood, carrying a 

fishy smell. It faced the lightning and rushed at Shi Hao. 

One could vaguely see a few indistinct claws within this blood red fog, reaching outwards murderously, 

as if they wished to kill Shi Hao through the void. 

This strange thing made the Divine Striking Stone and others in the distance stunned. They shivered in 

fear. What exactly was this? 

They knew that this was definitely not something ordinary, or else how could it have existed for endless 

eras, lasting from the ancient times till now, destroying the dao foundations of so many heroes? 

The void trembled. The mists condensed. This time, it took form! 

“En?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

This blood like fog gathered into a sphere, turning into an eye like shape. It was extremely sinister. It 

trembled slightly, and then it suddenly opened! 

Chi! 



A streak of blood radiance shot out from that washbowl sized bloody eye, the beam of light dark red and 

incomparably cold. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao took action, the lightning long blade in his hands hacking over. When the two collided, sparks 

flew everywhere. Then, the lightning blade in his hands suddenly became scarlet red, the blood colored 

radiance spreading along the blade’s shaft. 

Shi Hao flung out the lightning blade to prevent the blood covered object from reaching his hands. With 

a bang sound, the lightning blade exploded before his eyes. 

The scarlet pupil closed, but it wasn’t destroyed. 

“What kind of thing is this? Is it a fog or living body?” Shi Hao frowned. 

The bloody eye opened again. Streak after streak of radiance flew over, now even more terrifying. 

“Get lost!” 

Shi Hao erupted with power. Lightning poured out like a sea, completely descending. He displayed this 

precious technique’s most powerful offensive strength. 

“Nine Heavens Calamity Light!” Shi Hao shouted. 

In the sky, resplendent lightning appeared. These were not just streaks of lightning, instead thick blasts 

of radiance that looked like divine judgment. n𝗼𝑣𝑒/𝗅𝔟)1n 

The Lightning Emperor’s precious technique’s offensive methods was displayed to the extreme. This was 

an extremely powerful secret method! 

Nine streaks of light descended simultaneously, pushing the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique to 

the extreme. It was as if a great dao flower bud was erupting, immediately lighting up the heavens 

above and earth below. 

Hong! 

The blood colored pupil was pierced through. In the end, it gave Shi Hao one last look before breaking 

apart, turning into a gray fog and scattering away, disappearing from the three thousand ancient 

bluestone paths. 

Peace was restored to this place, as if nothing had happened at all. That dark chilliness that seemed to 

have originated from the depths of hell completely disappeared. 

Shi Hao remained silent. Even though he had fought a battle, he had no idea what he had even been 

fighting. It gave him an extremely uncomfortable feeling. This was clearly just a probing and not the true 

fight to the death. 

“Hurry and leave, don’t continue any further…” The Void Sky Divine Vine was truly terrified. It had 

experienced this type of thing more than once, leaving an unforgettable shadow over its mind. 



“I want to see exactly what kind of thing it is. There is no way my path, my dao will end here just 

because of its appearance!” Shi Hao’s voice was firm, his eyes steady. 

The last great era, Immortal Ancient, had been wiped out, and this place was related to that great era, 

so it was the easiest place for ominous things to happen. Would they be able to hide even if they 

wanted to? 

Moreover, there was no way he could run either. He wouldn’t stop his own pursuit of the dao. 

Shi Hao took some time to adjust his breathing, and after calming down, he drew over one thousand 

one hundred types of fiery light, continuing the path he was just on. It was because just now, he had 

been interrupted. 

Nothing unexpected happened, nor did any irregularities appear. 

After ingesting a piece of the Void Sky Divine Vine, he began to push at the limit again. He was going to 

tread on his own path, make himself even stronger. 

At this time, he could only rely on himself. Only by becoming stronger could he face all types of strange 

shocking changes. 

When a thousand and two hundred streaks of fiery light were added to his body, everything was still 

calm. Even when his body was burned to a withered state, covered in great dao symbols and there was 

danger to his life, there still weren’t any abnormalities. 

He silently recovered. A few days later, he drew over a thousand three hundred streaks of fiery light. A 

long time passed, and everything was still peaceful. In the end, his dried and withered body dropped 

down from the sky, his mouth breathing heavily. He took some divine medicine. 

After a few days of rest, Shi Hao felt that he had become even stronger. His eyes were calm. If he 

continued like this, it would be beneficial for him. It would make it easier to deal with those strange 

changes. 

However, the Void Sky Divine Vine became more and more pessimistic. Based on what it said, the more 

peaceful it was, the more vicious the following disturbance would be. It would definitely destroy his dao 

foundation. 

Shi Hao made ample preparations. He began to push against the limit again, guiding a thousand and four 

hundred streaks of fiery light. The bluestone paths lit up one after another, making the atmosphere here 

unordinary. 

Meanwhile, it was also precisely at this time that the strange changes happened again! 

In the void, several symbols appeared. Then, they merged together. With a hong sound, it was as if the 

void was ignited, making this place erupt with energy! 

Then, they became calm again, piecing together into an ancient lamp. It suspended itself in the void, its 

fiery light faint, not all that resplendent, but enough to light up this place. 

This was especially the case when it suspended a hundred zhang away from Shi Hao’s head, as if it was 

some type of guide towards a coordinate. 



Strange, sinister… and indescribable type of aura was swirling about. 

At this moment, the world became quiet to the extreme. Even a pin drop could be heard. The three 

thousand bluestone paths entered a state of extreme deathly stillness. 

Shi Hao stared into the distance. He felt a type of danger that was extremely powerful, one that was ten 

times that of before! 

Ta, ta… 

Footsteps sounded in the spacious and empty bluestone path. It was extremely clear, but also horrifying 

as it echoed through this place. 

At the the ends of the horizon, a figure appeared, walking over step by step, as if these steps had 

remained constant through ancient times. The rhythm was unchanging, possessing a mysterious power 

that made one feel suffocated. 

“Has the main enemy himself arrived?” Shi Hao stared towards the limits of the bluestone path. 

Chapter 833 - Strange Existence 

That figure approached from the distance, its steps carrying an indescribable type of rhythm, as if a 

divine drum was sounding, its beat ringing within others’ hearts! 

If it was an ordinary individual who had recently become a deity here, when faced with these types of 

footsteps, they would have coughed out blood and flew outwards a long time ago. This individual 

seemed to have merged with heaven and earth, a terrifying might exuding from his being. 

Shi Hao’s expression became grave, treating this with incomparable seriousness. He knew that he had 

encountered a terrifying opponent! 

Gray colored mists pervaded the air, as if hell was approaching this world. It was incomparably dark and 

cold. It was close, a humanoid existence who didn’t walk too quickly, but using the Earth to Inches 

Technique, now only a hundred zhang away. 

This person stopped moving. The gray fog surrounded that place, so his true appearance couldn’t be 

seen. Only a pair of pupils peered through the gray mists, releasing a chilly radiance. No pupils could be 

seen, only an expanse of silvery whiteness. 

The gray fog scattered. Shi Hao produced the dual pupil, but even then, he couldn't see through it. 

This creature’s eyes didn’t look like they contained pupils, but instead shot out like blades. There were 

no human emotions, nor were there any mood fluctuations. Its entire being was ice cold like stone. 

If not for him seeing that existence standing there, even if one used their divine senses to perceive it, 

one would overlook it. It was because it didn’t display the characteristics of life, unable to feel a hint of 

blood energy from him. 

“Who are you?” Shi Hao asked. He didn’t understand these strange changes. Even though he felt some 

apprehension, he still wanted to understand what exactly was going on. 



“Be careful, he is the monster that will destroy you dao foundation! It’s over… another tragedy has 

happened, this trial cannot be passed…” The Void Sky Divine Vine said with a trembling voice, its body 

shaking all over. 

“What kind of nonsense are you spouting!” The Divine Striking Stone berated. 

Gray mists pervaded the air. This person seemed like a demonic god from the underworld, standing 

there like a mountain. The pressure was so great it was hard for one to even breathe. 

He didn't say anything, nor did he display any reaction. The only thing that changed was that its eyes 

became more terrifying, staring at Shi Hao. It was like an ice cold boulder, as well as like a wild beast. 

“Five Crown King passed the first ominous event, don’t tell me that I can’t even do that?” Shi Hao said. 

He gave the Divine Striking Stone, and Void Sky Divine Vine a look, reassuring them. 

“It’s different, this time, it’s extremely dangerous, a monster with a true form…” The Void Sky Divine 

Vine wanted to flee and leave this place, never to look back after doing so. 

There were no sounds, no breathing. The humanoid figure in the gray mist was incomparably apathetic, 

no fluctuation of life could be sensed from it. However, there was still an intimidating pressure. 

Hong! 

It moved. The instant its right arm moved, a portion of the gray mists were scattered, revealing its 

weapon. It was an ancient spear that carried mottled green copper rust. It was filled with the aura of 

time. 

Shi Hao stared at that spear, his mind shaken. This was definitely an ancient weapon. It seemed to have 

existed far longer than any artifact he had seen before, as if it had existed forever since the ancient 

times. 

Qiang! 

That person’s arm moved. The bronze spear released a metallic sound, as if it rang over from when the 

heavens were opened, as if the river of time was agitated. 

In that instant, Shi Hao’s entire body went rigid, his fine hairs standing on end. This was a reaction 

towards great danger, as well as a vigilance against the most powerful enemies. This creature was 

extremely strange. 

The void trembled. A hundred zhang out, that creature held the bronze spear in one hand, pointing it at 

Shi Hao. In that instant, this world seemed to be trembling. 

“Careful!” The divine stone reminded. 

“As long as it is a living creature, then it will definitely die!” Shi Hao said with a cold voice. With a qiang 

sound, the Void Halberd appeared in his hands. Its shining snow-white blade aimed forward. 

However, when he raised his head to look towards that lamp in the sky, his eyes still blinked. This lamp 

was formed from natural laws and pointed at this place, setting it as a coordinate. 



It was also precisely the reason for this creature’s arrival. Could everything that was happening now 

really be explained with normal reasoning? Was the terrifying expert that came a living being? 

Regardless, there was no point in thinking further. There was only a battle from here on out! 

Shi Hao, ever since he made his first public appearance, experienced many life and death battles, to the 

extent where he even died once, being buried in the earth, so what else was there to be scared of? This 

was true even if he was facing a ‘strange change’. 

Chi! 

That creature moved, taking a step outwards. The hundred zhang distance was immediately covered. 

The bronze spear pierced towards the space between Shi Hao’s brows, vicious and accurate. 

This left Shi Hao greatly shaken up. The other party was too fast, unexpectedly matching his speed, 

tearing through the sky like a streak of lightning, immediately arriving before him! 

Dang! 

He brandished the great halberd. The shining snow-white halberd’s blade was like a comet covered the 

sky, illuminating heaven and earth. It hacked down on that spearpoint, clashing together. Earsplitting 

metalic sounds were released. 

At this moment, even the ancient bluestone paths were shaking. Space began to distort here, with many 

cracks forming. 

Shi Hao was greatly shaken up. His arm felt numb, and his ears were ringing with noise. This strike 

contained too much power, to the point where it was about to break his arm and make his blood energy 

surge. 

If this was anyone else, needless to say, their arms would all be blasted apart. This type of power was 

impossible to endure, exceeding the limits of this cultivation realm. 

Hong! 

After a brief moment of great pain, Shi Hao brandished the Void Halberd, taking the initiative to attack, 

hacking it at the other party. The snow-white halberd blade tore across the sky, leaving behind an 

enormous crevice. 

This was a precious halberd crafted from the bones of a Void Beast. It’s power was boundless! 

The enemy’s reaction speed was extremely fast, its ability to adapt great. Its hands moved the bronze 

spear horizontally, intending to face it head on and fend off this attack. 

Dang! 

This was the most intense strike, using up both of these individuals’ greatest strength. It was ferocious 

and tyrannical to the extreme! 

An ear splitting sound tore through the air. The most dazzling radiance erupted, shaking the skies. This 

type of power was enough to make other deities tremble in fear. 



Shi Hao’s arm was in intense pain, feeling as if it was broken. The area between his thumb and 

forefinger split apart. This was a contest of physical strength, the most powerful collision, yet in the end, 

blood trickled between his fingers. 

The other party’s strength was too ferocious! 

He raised his head, seeing that the other figure was also backing up, a pool of black blood on the 

ground. It carried a gloomy and cold aura, as well as a corrosive type of power. 

He knew that the space between the other party’s thumb and forefinger had split apart as well, with 

blood flowing from it. However, he never expected it to be black-colored blood. This was quite strange. 

It was clear that their physical prowess were equal. 

“Strange changes, towards creatures of different cultivation realms, would send out beings of different 

strength?” Shi Hao slightly narrowed his eyes. 

Chi! 

Immediately afterwards, this creature moved, rushing over like an unstoppable flood. It charged over 

with the bronze spear, its speed extremely great. Each time it stabbed out, the void would be 

penetrated. It was terrifying to an unimaginable degree. 

The spearpoint never left Shi Hao’s vital parts, aiming from the space between his brows down to his 

throat, then to his heart. That green copper spear covered in rust drew out a streak of afterimages, 

moving like lightning. It was domineering to the extreme. 

They fought viciously at close range, both of them moving about like lightning, fast to the point where 

outsiders couldn’t see their figures. Only the two weapons’ collisions could be heard, their clashes 

erupting with resplendent symbols. 

Moreover, this type of metalic ringing already linked up together, no longer separating, no delay 

between their clashes again. One could imagine just how great their speeds were. 

Dang! 

Finally, following another strike, the two separated, a hundred zhang opening up between them, each 

side occupying their area. 

“You… are okay, right?” The Divine Striking Stone was fearful. 

It was because where Shi Hao stood, the ground was covered in red blood. All of it flowed out from his 

hands. His arms were shaking uncontrollably, the space between his fingers split apart and dripping with 

blood. 

“It’s no bother!” Shi Hao said. 

How could he be fine? These types of collisions made his flesh feel a tremendous amount of pressure. If 

the strength was just a bit greater, he might have completely collapsed. 

This was the most terrifying, evenly matched opponent he had ever encountered in a combat of physical 

prowess. 



On the other side, gray mists surged. The ground was covered in blood as well, but it was black. It was 

rather horrifying, making one shiver inwardly upon seeing it. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a roar. His body surged with golden radiance and lightning rumbled. He completely 

erupted with power, using his most powerful strength to take action. 

He held the Void Halberd in one hand, and together with the lightning dao precious technique, he 

pushed his strength to the limit. His flesh and supreme secret method merged as he slaughtered his way 

forward to kill that existence. 

The gray fog surged. That person’s aura changed, becoming like a black hole, devouring everything. The 

fog turned a black color as if dyed by ink, making one’s heart tremble. It was as if the gate to hell had 

been opened. 

The halberd in Shi Hao’s hand was stopped by the bronze spear, while the endless lightning released by 

through the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique slammed into the fog. This place became 

completely chaotic. 

Something terrifying happened. All of the lightning, the endless sea of electricity disappeared into the 

black fog with no hope of returning, thus disappearing. 

“What is going on?” Shi Hao was shocked. He had never encountered such a terrifying opponent before. 

One had to understand that this was the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, known as one of the 

worlds’ most powerful offensive divine abilities. Who at the same level could take it head on? Even if 

they did block it, how could all of the lightning be erased? 

Peng! 

The black fog surged. It wasn’t that the other creature suffered no losses. In the end, his entire being 

flew outwards, smashing into the other end of the bluestone path. 

However, the lightning mysteriously disappeared, not blasting through him. This was the most terrifying 

and sinister part. 

“How could it be like this?” Shi Hao’s pupils shone incomparably brilliantly. He sensed the seriousness of 

the situation. 

“Kill!” 

He rushed over again. Lightning erupted endlessly. He urged on endless lightning, sending them hacking 

down on that creature again, not believing that it could still erase them completely. 

Another unexpected event happened. n--𝓞--𝐯))𝓮-)𝐋(/𝒷)-I-)n 

On the other side,the creature was just like him, releasing lightning, but it was a black colored lightning. 

Its power was boundless, terrifying to the extreme. It was similar to his precious technique! 

The two types of lightning clashed together, divine light surging outwards. The world was in chaos. 



“How could this be?!” From the distance, even the Divine Striking Stone trembled. How could this type 

of opponent appear, actually stopping the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique! 

One side used resplendent lightning, while the other had black lightning. Both sides opposed each other 

with equal harshness, their powers similarly great, to the extent where even their methods of releasing 

their attacks were similar. 

This entire place was in disorder from the intense battle. The bluestone path was shaking, lightning 

roiling like seas between the two, terrifying to the extreme. 

Shi Hao found it difficult to calm down. He firmly believed that the other party possessed the Lightning 

Emperor’s precious technique just like him, proficient in this ancient forbidden secret method! 

What kind of background did this existence have, to unexpectedly understand an unmatched forbidden 

precious technique?! 

Hong! 

Another great collision happened. Thunder radiance erupted between the two, finally scattering a large 

half of the black mist. Shi Hao hurriedly glanced over, and then he revealed a look of great shock. 

He could vaguely see a short spear inserted through that individual’s skull. It was less than two feet in 

length, entering from the space between the brows and exiting from the back of the head. The 

spearpoint carried green rust stains, as well as a great aura of time. 

“This…” His heart rose and fell greatly. How could this be? There should be no way one could survive 

after this type of injury! Even the primordial spirit was pierced through! 

“Kill!” Shi Hao roared. He didn’t cared about these sinister things anymore. He believed in his own 

strength, and was going to fight a decisive battle to the end. 

A hong sounded. The Kun Peng’s wings spread, reaching into the clouds. They swept towards the other 

party, erupting with unmatched power. 

Following a peng sound, the creature within the black fog was blasted flying by the Kun Peng wings, 

smashing against the ancient path. However, he quickly crawled up again. A pair of grayish-black wings 

appeared, and then he slaughtered his way over with extreme speed. 

“What?!” Shi Hao’s pupils rapidly shrunk, because he sensed a familiar aura. That seemed to be the Kun 

Peng technique, only, the Kun Peng wings carried a bit of decaying aura. 

Why was this? His heart was beating crazily. 

The other party grasping the ancient Lightning Emperor precious technique might be passable as a 

coincidence, because this person looked extremely ancient, and it might even be the case that he was 

related to the Lightning Emperor. 

However, why did the Kun Peng technique appear as well? 



As such, he no longer used any other precious techniques, instead using these two forbidden divine 

abilities to fight a great battle. Soon after, they exchanged two thousand moves. His body was dripping 

with blood, his body weary and strength exhausted. 

Shi Hao was now caught up in a bitter struggle of life and death. His mind was shaken, finding it hard to 

calm down. 

Now, he was sure that the other party grasped the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, as well as 

the Kun Peng technique, and its proficiency in them wasn’t any bit weaker than his! 

“I have to change how the way things are going!” Shi Hao’s eyes became firm. He knew that he had to 

change things up, or else there was going to be a huge problem. 

“If I use different techniques, are you going to become proficient in all of them?” Immediately 

afterwards, Shi Hao moved, his entire body igniting. Bone texts interweaved, shining with great 

brilliance. 

Every single precious technique he had ever studied appeared, all of them released at this moment. 

They swept outwards, slaughtering towards this person. 

When the Reincarnation technique appeared, a wave of decaying aura spread from the other party’s 

body. Then, the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, Kun Peng technique, Nine Heavens Calamity 

Light, and others were all displayed… 

Hong! 

This time, the creature in the black fog was blasted flying, his flesh cracking apart after taking on this 

unfathomable attack. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao rushed over with the Void Halberd in hand, delivering a follow up attack! 

During this process, he was horrified, because he discovered that the Reincarnation technique’s symbols 

unexpectedly appeared on the other party’s body as well. This was simply unimaginable. 

“Accept death!” 

His actions were fast. The lightning wings, Kun Peng wings, Earth to Inches great divine ability, all three 

combined together. This was a speed that transcended the limit! 

Pu! 

Success! 

The dazzling sharp halberd blade hacked down the moment the other party’s bone texts lit up, piercing 

through that person’s chest, nailing him to the ground. 

At the same time, the black fog was scattered. Shi Hao saw his true appearance. 

In that instant, his eyes widened, his body trembling. His eyes released blazing radiance, as if they were 

burning. Even his heart was trembling. He was shaken too badly. 



This person’s appearance was too similar to his, only, his hair was ash-colored, a bit aged, like his own 

self in the future. 

“How could it be like this?!” Shi Hao roared. 

The clothes this person wore were similar to the Immortal Ancient clothing the bone books recorded. 

Meanwhile, the short spear that pierced through his brows was too ancient, covered in rust. 

Chapter 834 - Cutting Down the Self 

Shi Hao was truly stunned. How could this individual’s appearance be the same as his own? 

If that was all, than that was one thing, but even his precious techniques were the same, able to display 

similar methods. This definitely left him greatly shocked, causing great waves to stir within his heart! 

This person’s hair was entirely ash gray, an he was already in his declining years. His body was pierced 

through by this dazzling white halberd blade, black blood flowing all over the ground. There was a wave 

of decaying aura. 

Shi Hao’s heart was beating crazily. Was his later self going to look like this? When he looked at the 

other party who was nailed like this onto the ground, he felt a chill run through his mind. 

What was going on? This strange change was full of mysteries. 

Shi Hao stared at this person, his clothing from the Immortal Ancient Era, full of an aura of passed time, 

carrying an ancient feeling of great changes. This was especially the case with that bronze short spear 

that penetrated through the space between his brows and emerged from the back of the head. It was 

incomparably striking. 

“Does this world… have reincarnation?” Shi Hao’s voice was trembling slightly. 

Could this person be related to him? He was truly too similar! If not for his pupils becoming a deathly 

gray, even their temperament seemed similar. How could they resemble each other so greatly? 

At this moment, Shi Hao unexpectedly felt a mournful feeling. If there really was reincarnation, was 

this… himself? Was the elder from Immortal Ancient Era who met such a sorrowful end him? 

When his mind reached this point, his heart began to pound. He was shaking, and a wave of sadness 

came over him. This type of declining end was too miserable and bleak! 

From his clothing and weapon, this person looked extremely ancient, and might truly be someone from 

the Immortal Ancient Era. Was there really reincarnation? Shi Hao didn’t dare imagine what it could be 

like. 

“If there was a previous incarnation, was I truly this lamentable?” 

Anyone who saw this type of him would feel sadness. 

An old man, ash-colored hair scattered about, eyes dim, body dripping with black blood, something 

extremely terrifying had clearly happened that caused him to be in such miserable circumstances. 

And now, he was even killed by someone who had the same appearance as him! 



When he thought up to this point, Shi Hao felt rather mournful inside. How could this be? This truly 

made him feel dispirited. 

He was a bit absent-minded. He thought of too many things. Reincarnation, final destination, last great 

era, the present world… 

Suddenly, he snapped back to reality. What was going on? His dao heart was sturdy and immovable, and 

even if he encountered this type of lamentable event, he shouldn’t let his mind waver during a battle. 

Shi Hao woke up. He felt like his own mood had been influenced by some type of mysterious power. 

Otherwise, he shouldn’t be in this type of absentminded state. At his cultivation realm, his emotions 

shouldn’t be fluctuating so greatly. 

In that instant, Shi Hao’s eyes became clear, his dao heart steady. His primordial spirit shone, his 

forehead shining brilliantly. n--𝓞--𝐯))𝓮-)𝐋(/𝒷)-I-)n 

It was precisely at this moment that he noticed the one pierced by the great halberd’s entire body was 

interweaving with bone texts. That was the Reincarnation technique shining and on the verge of 

forming, about to erupt. 

This type of symbol was extremely resplendent, immediately rushing out. It was a bit different from the 

splendid precious technique Shi Hao displayed. The light this person released was dark and terrifying. 

This was dark light, and right now, it was firing out expanse after expanse, bringing with it a great 

shower of brilliance. Of course, those light specks were all black, dark and gloomy, as well as possessing 

a type of corrupt aura. 

“Break!” 

Shi Hao shouted loudly. This was his innate precious technique, so no one was more clear on how 

terrifying and difficult it was to defeat than himself. However, he also knew how to deal with it. 

He used his bone texts to deal with it, breaking it down through focused action. 

Moreover, he immediately used the strange ability Magic Immunity to protect himself, allowing the 

Reincarnation technique to land fruitlessly on his body. 

Sure enough, the two great methods were effective. He directly blocked the Reincarnation technique. 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao’s eyes became cold. He took action ruthlessly. Bone texts interweaved, 

and from his body, all types of symbols rushed out, forming divine swords, dao bells, divine pagodas, 

and other things. 

Moreover, he circulated the True Primordial Record, turning the rotten into the miraculous, suppressing 

outwards with full force. 

Hong! 

This strike caused this creature that was already cracking apart to break, splitting from the waist into 

two pieces. 



This existence on the ground didn’t have any aura of life, no blood energy fluctuations, and even less 

emotions to speak of, but at this moment, he spoke. 

“You… killed me?” 

Black blood flowed out from his mouth, his eyes growing dim, his gaze scattering. His voice was 

extremely ancient, carrying a type of sadness. 

Shi Hao’s gaze became calm. He lowered his head and looked down on this individual, pulling out the 

halberd with a peaceful expression. 

“Why?” Within the muddled eyes were perplexity. His lips were black, carrying an aura of decay as he 

asked. 

Chi! 

Suddenly, Shi Hao raised the great halberd and forcefully hacked downwards ruthlessly. 

In that instant, the dazzling white halberd blade was like a comet flying across the heavens, illuminating 

the great earth, as well as illuminating Shi Hao’s eyes. He was resolute and firm, without any hesitation. 

His will was steady like steel. 

Pu! 

A light sound rang through the air. He hacked this person apart, cleaving him vertically. The black 

colored blood splashed far into the distance, landing on the bluestone path. It was a ghastly sight. 

“Who is it that killed me, and who am I?” 

That shadow released a final voice, and then no longer moved. In addition, his body began to decay, 

creating a large pool of black liquid. 

Shi Hao remained calm as he stood there, not saying anything for a long time. 

“He was killed just like that. However, he was the exact same as you, don’t tell me there really is some 

kind of relationship?” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

It saw everything clearly from the distance, feeling that the events that took place today really were too 

strange and ominous. There was no way to explain any of it. 

“Just a strange change. Forget about being a corpse that is the same as myself, even if it was a living 

person that is exactly the same as myself, it still wouldn’t move my dao heart.” 

Shi Hao’s eyes were extremely clear, his dao heart unwavering. 

“You… are you really not scared of there being some type of relationship?” The Divine Striking Stone 

asked. 

“I don’t believe in reincarnation, and I believe even less that there is some relationship between him and 

myself. It is just a strange change, just some trickery, yet it wants to disturb my mind?” Shi Hao raised 

his head and looked into the void. 

He stared at that ancient lamp that suspended a hundred zhang above, as if it was a landmark. 



Shi Hao’s body erupted with resplendent light. Tens of thousands of streaks of lightning surged around 

him, condensing into a lightning spear. He then flung it out fiercely. 

Dang! 

This spear shot down the gloomy ancient lamp in the sky in one hit, causing it to release an expanse of 

ghost flames. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao rushed upwards. With the void halberd in hand, he hacked down this lamp. Then, he erupted 

with everything he had, using all of his power. 

With a peng sound, this lamp blasted apart, turning into symbol fragments. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop here, instead guiding over a thousand and four hundred streaks of fiery light. The 

ancient paths lit up one after another, illuminating this place with holy and auspicious light. 

Those fiery lights gathered, forming a furnace that wrapped around all of these fragments, ultimately 

burning them all clean, turning them into nothingness. Not a single symbol remained. 

Then, he landed on the ground. 

That corpse’s flesh was still decaying. White bones could be seen, the black blood on the ground 

trickling about. 

As time went by, the black blood dried up, and the white bones lost luster. Eventually, they all 

unexpectedly shattered, completely turning into bone powder. 

As for the flesh and black blood, they no longer existed either. Following a light breeze, they were all 

blown away like dust. 

Shi Hao wanted to obtain that bronze spear, but in the end, as soon as it left the ground, it crumbled 

apart inch by inch, turning into bronze rust that scattered onto the ground. 

This was the case with that short spear impaled within the strange being’s head as well. It directly 

turned into powder as if eroded by the wind, similarly blown away like dust. 

“Under the force of time, everything should have long become one with the earth, yet he managed to 

retain his body all this time, only returning to the world after being broken now.” Shi Hao said softly. 

He now believed even more firmly that this was a corpse left behind from the Immortal Ancient Era. 

Just like before, he guided over the bluestone paths’ dao flames, burning all of the dust, particles and 

everything clean, erasing them from existence to prevent something unexpected from happening. 

“There is only a single ‘me’ in this world. My dao heart will not be shaken.” Shi Hao said. 

“You actually made it through, successfully killing him…” The Void Sky Divine Vine was trembling with 

fear. It reached out its head from behind the Divine Striking Stone. When it was now sure that the 

ominous events had passed, only then did it release a sigh of relief. 



“There are different strange changes towards those of different cultivation realms right?...” Shi Hao 

thought to himself. 

The Void Sky Divine Vine continuously nodded its head. “In the past, Five Crown King also came to a 

similar conclusion. He felt that there were some type of hidden plot, some rules, that there are living 

creatures and great terrors.” 

Shi Hao silently thought to himself for a long time. He didn’t feel fear, and instead, his eyes became even 

more firm and persistent. “I am looking forward to seeing what will appear next time!” 

He began to nurse his injuries, quietly recovering. 

Just now, it was as if he was fighting against himself. It was too difficult, actually fighting for more than 

two thousand exchanges. His arms were about to break, the area between his thumb and forefinger 

split apart. Large amounts of blood had been spat out. 

A day and night later, Shi Hao opened his eyes. He didn’t waste his time, continuing to attack at the 

breakthrough point, guiding a thousand four hundred streaks of fiery light to burn his true self. 

This was a life and death grind. As the fiery lights increased, the bluestone paths lighting up one after 

another, Shi Hao’s path became more and more difficult. 

This time, he almost burned himself into a cripple. A thousand four hundred spheres of light appeared in 

his body, all of them containing symbols and interweaving with bone texts. They were forging his flesh, 

burning his primordial spirit. 

He barely made it through. When everything concluded, Shi Hao was laying on the ground while facing 

the sun, not budging an inch. He didn’t look like a human anymore at all. 

If not for the piece of divine medicine in his mouth, he might have directly died in meditation. 

“Youngster, can you not scare us like this? Cultivation shouldn’t be carried out like this! You are burning 

away your life! Don’t continue this anymore, this path is too dangerous!” The Divine Striking Stone said. 

Unforeseen events had even happened to those of ancient times who continued like this. None of them 

had good conclusions. 

“It’s not a big deal.” Shi Hao stood up. As the divine medicine dissolved, he gradually recovered. After 

taking a long time to recover, his blood energy became exuberant again. 

Soon after, Shi Hao began to attack at the limit again, not willing to stop. He even felt that something 

might be different once he ignited the one thousand five hundredth flame. 

It was because he was reaching the halfway point of the three thousand bluestone paths. 

“The strange changes are more and more vicious each time. If it comes again, you most likely won’t be 

able to survive. Don’t continue trodding down this path already!” The Void Sky Divine Vine warned. 

“From what Five Crown King experienced, after the two strange changes I’ve already experienced, there 

should be a gap between when the next one will appear.” Shi Hao said. 



He insisted on igniting one thousand five hundred flames, because this was half of the total amount. He 

felt that it would allow his strength to increase a bit further, his path to divinity becoming even more 

sturdy. With an increase in strength, he might be able to deal with the strange changes easier. 

Fiery light surged, engulfing the nine heavens. This type of scene was extremely shocking. 

This time, Shi Hao’s flesh was almost completely destroyed. Countless symbols appeared, flickering and 

interweaving on his bones and withered body. 

Apart from this, his primordial spirit shrunk, becoming even more condensed and resplendent, releasing 

holy light within the fiery radiance. 

His brilliant primordial spirit shrunk about fifty percent from its original fist sized self. This wasn’t a 

weakening of his cultivation, but rather condensation, refinement, the result of improvement. 

It became more and more translucent, almost like a crystal. 

His primordial spirit was becoming stronger. 

However, this time, it was more dangerous than anything he had faced in the past. This was a type of 

torture. The thousand five hundred streaks of fiery light burned his body, half of the bluestone paths 

ignited, illuminating the heavens above and earth below. 

Shi Hao was almost burned to ruin. When everything ended, he clenched his teeth and sat down, 

forcefully enduring the urge to faint. 

Even with the divine medicine, he still used more than ten days, and only then did he slowly recover. 

He was now truly different. After Shi Hao recovered, when he operated magical force, divine 

multicolored light surged. Mists of radiance shone hazily, accompanied with a few irregular scenes. 

This was not released from his body, but rather something the world produced and displayed for him. 

Shi Hao felt a powerful wave of strength swirling within his body. He revealed a look of shock. He 

already reached the mid stage of the Divine Flame Realm! 

“What a pity, the divine medicine was completely used up.” He released a light sigh. 

Only a small piece of the vine was left of the Void Sky Divine Vine. It couldn’t be eaten any further, or 

else its foundational energy would be greatly injured. 

“I should take a look around the outside world. I wonder if Lan Yichen and Luo Dao found a few rare 

great medicines.” 

When it heard him say this, the Void Sky Divine Vine completely relaxed, releasing the apprehension it 

felt inwardly. 

“I should give this new power a try as well, see the results of my isolation cultivation.” Shi Hao said. 

He also wanted to know what happened in Immortal Ancient after such a long time, what kind of natural 

luck appeared, as well as if those ancient freaks displayed any activity. 



“Only, the path ahead won’t be easy…” Shi Hao frowned. The next strange change was definitely not far 

off. 

At the same time, the consumption of this path was enormous as well. He already used up an entire 

stalk of divine medicine, so what was he going to use from here on forth? It gave him quite the 

headache. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao thought of something. He asked the Void Sky Divine Vine, “I previously saw you turn 

into a snow white tortoise that carried a white clothed woman. What kind of medicine is that? Did you 

see it before?” 

“I did see it before. That is a long life medicine that had survived from the Immortal Ancient Era. it 

previously belonged to an immortal.” The Void Sky Divine Vine nodded. 

Shi Hao was immediately interested, his eyes shining with brilliance. 

“There is a mysterious medicinal garden here with all types of divine medicines, all of them promising 

longevity. For example, the Vermilion Fruit, Qilin Tree, and others, as well as the Long Live Panacea…” 

Chapter 835 - Radiance City 

The mysterious Immortal Ancient medicine garden was full of all types of divine herbs. There was even a 

long life medicine! 

Shi Hao’s eyes immediately lit up like two little suns. He was now looking forward to this greatly! 

However, the Void Sky Divine Vine’s next words immediately left him dispirited, telling him that the 

ancient garden was extremely difficult to find, that it was floating in the sky. In addition, even if he saw 

it, he wouldn’t be able to enter. 

It was because even if a heavenly deity entered, they would still die! 

Shi Hao sighed. Right now, he needed immortal medicines extremely badly, or else his road ahead was 

going to be extremely difficult. If he continued along this path, his body would die and his dao would be 

extinguished. There was no good result. 

It seemed like he still had to increase his strength first. In his opinion, since he was going to be in 

Immortal Ancient for a long time, he was going to get an opportunity sooner or later. 

At the same time, he thought of something else. “Are there many heavenly deities here?” 

“There are some special regions where they do exist. In the areas where you all move about, normally 

speaking, you shouldn’t run into any.” The Void Sky Divine Vine said. n𝐨𝐯𝐞(𝐿𝒃/In 

Immortal Ancient was vast and boundless, difficult to explore through its entirety. 

“How long has it been since we entered?” Shi Hao asked the Divine Striking Stone. He had been 

cultivating all this time, to the extent where he even lost track of time. He didn’t experience the passage 

of time. 

“A year and a half.” The Divine Striking Stone said, telling him the exact amount of time that had passed. 



“Not too bad, a lot shorter than what I had imagined. I thought several years had already passed.” Shi 

Hao said. He looked at the Emperor Butterfly, discovering that it had turned into a golden cocoon. 

After eating that red coral holy medicine, the Emperor Butterfly formed a cocoon and entered a 

dormant state, not awakening this entire time. 

It was still just a larva, yet it directly devoured a stalk of holy medicine. This was extremely shocking. 

There was no way other legendary divine beasts could be so full of life right after being born. 

“When it emerges out from the cocoon, it should become a butterfly, displaying its true form, right?” Shi 

Hao was quite expectant. 

Before, even though the Emperor Butterfly had wings, that was just a crystallization of divine force and 

not true butterfly wings. Meanwhile, it was always a fleshy golden bug that was a bit like a cocoon. 

“Let’s go, we’re going to make a trip around those small words and see how our old friends are doing.” 

Shi Hao’s mood was quite good. After reaching the mid stage of the Divine Flame Realm, his strength 

had improved greatly. There was a type of feeling like he had energy to waste. 

They arrived at the site where they first saw the Void Sky Divine Vine. Shi Hao had previously agreed 

with Lan Yichen and Luo Dao to meet here, only due to his isolation cultivation, the agreed date had 

long passed. 

There was a line of text in a hidden corner. A location was written -- Radiant City. 

This was clearly inside of a different small world, presumably a rather well known location. Otherwise, 

they wouldn’t have only left behind such a simple line of text. 

The bubbles were misty, the small worlds numerous. They were all interconnected, forming a vast and 

boundless Immortal Ancient. 

Shi Hao entered a small world, and soon after, he ran into a few creatures. They all came from the 

higher realms who had now become deities. He inquired about Radiant City from them. 

These individuals all carried vigilance out of fear of being attacked, and as such, they only conversed 

with him from far away. It was because even though they all came from the higher realms, there would 

still be fights from time to time. 

“That city is quite well known, located in Radiant Realm. Many Divine Flame Realm experts have headed 

there to exchange various heavenly treasures.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he nodded and expressed his thanks. Using the coordinates he received from 

them, he once again headed for another small world. 

A year and a half had already passed. Most of the geniuses that entered Immortal Ancient ignited their 

divine flames, all of them searching for their own natural luck after becoming powerful. 

There were many spiritual medicines in this place, and even picking holy medicines wasn’t a rare event. 

If one’s luck was good enough, even picking up the Heavenly Deity Fruit recorded in bone books and 

achieving instant success wasn’t completely impossible. 



Several hundred cultivators had entered, many of them interacting with each other. From time to time, 

they would even exchange various magical artifacts, medicinal herbs, and other things as needed. It was 

to the extent where they would even exchange a bit of secret information. 

Radiant City began to flourish precisely because of this reason. 

This was actually an ancient city that had existed for a long time. Rumor has it that each time Immortal 

Ancient was opened up, this place would be extremely bustling. It would always become an important 

open market. 

It was to the extent where even a few geniuses with comparatively weaker cultivations who didn’t want 

to take risks took residence here, not going out to look for natural luck but instead calmly running 

business here, becoming businessmen. 

As such, the amount of treasures they obtained might not necessarily be lower than those roaming 

about outside. 

“Radiant Realm really is large…’ Shi Hao sighed and said. They had already entered this realm for several 

days, and only now did they finally see a city at the limits of the horizon. 

From the distance, the city walls weren’t all that tall, but the amount of space it occupied was great. 

There were countless waves of blood energy vaguely seeping out from the city, a reflection of a 

gathering of experts. 

“There are a hundred similar cities, each distributed in different small worlds. They are all important 

gathering places used by cultivators to exchange ‘natural luck’. However, Radiant City should be one of 

the largest ten ancient cities.” 

There were people who were travelling in the same direction around them. All of them were heading for 

the enormous city up ahead, wishing to exchange the wondrous medicines, techniques, divine precious 

materials, and other things they had. 

“Not too long ago, someone brought out three divine fruits, stirring up quite a commotion.” Along the 

way, quite a few people were discussing amongst themselves. 

Shi Hao was interested, asking them for more information. 

“I believe they were silver fruits produced by an Evil Dragon Tree. If one eats one, they don’t have to 

cultivate and will directly break through into the True Self Realm.” Someone said. 

“It’s that miraculous?!” Shi Hao was shocked. A fruit that could immediately promote one to a true 

deity, this was extremely heaven defying. 

“Naturally, there are things even more formidable than this, only, no one would exchange those items.” 

Someone said. 

“Who purchased those Evil Dragon Fruits?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Brother, I advise you not to set your eyes on those. No matter what price you pay, you won’t be able to 

buy them, and will instead only throw away all of the precious goods you have on you.” Someone 

warned with a soft voice. 



“Why is that?” Shi Hao was confused. 

“Those things… rather than saying it was exchanged, it might be better to say that they were forced to 

had them over and then gifted them to those ancient freaks. Will you be able to buy it from those 

people?” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he frowned. Did all of the ancient freaks emerge? 

He then learned the answer to this question. They didn’t emerge, instead, the more powerful those 

legendary individuals were, the slower they were to come out. There were many who were still 

cultivating, wishing to exceed the limits of legends. 

"How can they exceed the limits of the realm?" Shi Hao was moved. 

“A few ancient freaks, for example, the glorious Six Crown King and others that have dazzled past and 

present, do you think they will enter the Divine Flame Realm just like us? They wish to become deities 

through irregular means, walking different paths. Once they emerge, a single one of them will be 

enough to slaughter all of us, becoming unmatched under the heavens!” 

“Isn’t that boasting too much?” Shi Hao curled his lips. 

“Don’t be so quick to refute this. Those people have already accumulated several eras of experience and 

goods. The reason why they did this? It is because they have always been testing things out, looking for 

ways to advance, only obtaining the confidence to take that step in this era.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, his mind was shaken. He nodded. After exploring for several generations, one 

truly would obtain great rewards. They most likely found the unmatched path that was most suited for 

themselves. 

This group of people didn't come out, but they had a group of subordinates, as well as a few powerful 

followers that would gather all types of treasures for them. 

It was because they wished to travel different paths. The amount of divine and holy medicines they 

needed was greater and greater, but they didn’t have time to pick them themselves, instead having 

others do it for them. 

It could be said that the greatest powers in the city were all related to those ancient freaks. 

“Of course, Immortal Palace Inheritor, Divine Dark Child and a few other present world young supreme 

beings aren’t weaker, similarly having a group of powerful followers that are gathering treasures for 

them.” 

This was the current situation. Those mentioned couldn’t be provoked. 

Finally, they were getting close to Radiant City. They could already see its ancient city gate, the entire 

city built out of a type of golden stone, radiant and brilliant. 

This was also where its name originated from. 

Before approaching the city, Shi Hao asked the those that were travelling in the same direction about 

things that he had to watch out for. 



“No fierce battles are allowed in the city. If there are any grudges, then they must be resolved outside 

the city, or else the anger of everyone will be provoked and they will target you.” 

This was a type of restriction that was set out of fear that Radiant City would be destroyed. All 

cultivators had to comply with this to ensure its peace, allowing for a smooth exchange of divine 

materials.” 

“Do not provoke the natives of Immortal Ancient.” Someone else warned. 

Shi Hao didn't have time to roam about too many of these small worlds, and as such, what he 

understood was extremely limited. He earnestly listened to their advice, and what he learned left him 

quite shocked. 

The natives were divided into two types. One type couldn’t be approached, residing in mysterious areas 

and extremely dangerous. These were Immortal Ancient’s most ancient creatures. 

There was another type of so-called natives who were the descendants of geniuses from the higher 

realms, who, due to unforeseen events, weren’t able to leave Immortal Ancient. These natives were 

powerful as well, but they maintained a principle of not bothering others who didn’t bother them. 

Those natives came to Radiant City to exchange treasures as well. 

“Those old fellas among the natives, how strong are they?” Shi Hao asked. 

“The first types of natives I don’t know too much about. The second type are extremely strong, but it 

wouldn’t be too heaven defying, because I heard that even though outsiders like them have taken 

residence here, once they reach a certain cultivation realm, they would all mysteriously die or go crazy.” 

This information left Shi Hao surprised. 

“Someone had said that this was something the primordial Immortal Ancient creatures did.” Someone 

said softly. 

“It might not be true. Those primordial creatures are all hiding without coming out.” 

They entered the city, all of them separately exchanging for what they needed. 

This city was extremely large, and a faint golden luster that was divine and auspicious was released from 

it. There was a simple and unadorned dao aura. 

Each time Immortal Ancient was opened, these ancient cities would be revived with activity, becoming 

extremely lively. 

“Dragon Blood Grass, fifty thousand years medicinal age. Don’t miss out on this opportunity!” 

“Holy medicine, rare treasure here. I am willing to exchange them for a satisfactory precious technique.” 

They could sense how bustling this place was as soon as they entered the city. There were street stalls 

everywhere, as well as all types of large stores. There were even auction halls that were as tall as 

palaces. 



“Phoenix Feather Silver Essence, can be used to forge heavenly deity magical artifacts, only a single 

piece. Selling to the highest bidder.” 

“I discovered an ancient cave that is suspected to be the remains of immortals. If someone pays high 

enough of a price, I am willing to share the details.” 

The ones that were shouting their wares were all Divine Flame Realm cultivators, yet in this place, they 

were like ordinary people, doing everything themselves. It was because everyone had this type of 

strength. 

“Aiya, Divine Dark Child’s subordinates put away a Three-Footed Golden Toad. That is a rare medicinal 

primer…” 

“Good stuff came from that direction as well! An ancient freak’s follower found a stalk of Soul Guiding 

Lotus. That is something that can allow a shattered primordial spirit to reform!” 

“I really want to seize it from them!” 

“You’re crazy. They can steal things from others outside the city, but if you dare take action, you’ll 

undoubtedly die.” 

Shi Hao heard all of this before even walking that far into the city. He immediately understood a bit 

about Radiant City. 

“Has anyone seen Lan Yichen or Luo Dao?” Shi Hao asked around casually, looking rather carefree. 

From the side, there were immediately people who shot him a look, revealing strange looks. 

On the side, the eyes of a Divine Flame Realm expert who had a stall set up shone. “You know them?” 

“I’m their big bro. Have you seen them?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Do you want to know? If you walk out of the city gates right now, there might be news of them.” This 

Divine Flame Realm cultivator chuckled. 

“Is that so? Then I’ll go take a look.” Shi Hao nodded, turning around and walking towards the city gate. 

He knew that something unexpected might have happened to those two. 

Moreover, the disturbance those two stirred up didn’t seem to be small, as quite a few people knew 

about it. 

Even though that Divine Flame Realm cultivator’s character was lacking, now that Shi Hao walked out of 

the city gates like this, if anyone else was looking for those two, then they would definitely surround 

him. 

It was because the city didn’t allow for fighting, while outside the city, all grudges could be settled. 

“Purely seeking death.” The cultivator that put up the stall laughed coldly. As he watched Shi Hao’s back, 

he didn’t feel any sympathy, but rather a type of joy in calamity. 

Shi Hao walked rather casually, completely carefree, leaving the city just like that. 



Sure enough, there were creatures that followed, moreover the number that did wasn’t small, 

numbering over ten. 

Soon after, Shi Hao returned, still asking where Lan Yichen and Luo Dao were. 

It was still the same place. That vendor raised his head, and then he was greatly shocked. He couldn’t 

help but cry out. “Didn’t you leave just now? How could you have… returned.” 

From his perspective, leaving the city like that would undoubtedly result in death. 

Shi Hao laughed and said, “Those dozen or so people told me that those two obtained a rare divine 

treasure that was quite formidable, but they were forced by others, having no choice but to run. Do you 

know where they went?” 

“I don’t know. If you… leave the city again, there might be people who will know.” The vendor said. 

Shi Hao nodded, and then said, “That makes sense.” 

He left again. This time, more than twenty followed him out, because more people paid attention to this 

situation. 

“With Immortal Palace Inheritor’s subordinates, Divine Dark Child’s followers, and ancient freaks’ people 

following you, will you be able to live?” The Divine Flame Realm cultivator who ran that stall sneered. 

An hour later, he rubbed his eyes and looked towards the city gate. He was immediately stupefied. 

That youth appeared again. He released a great belch. There was even a golden drumstick in his hands 

that he chewed on. 

“I fucking swear!” He was scared so badly he almost fell onto the ground. 

That was definitely not some chicken leg, clearly belonging to a Golden Luan who was rather strong that 

had followed him out. It was… eaten by him just like that? 

The vendor shivered inwardly. He stared at that entrance, but not a single one of those who left before 

returned. His fine hairs all stood on end. Could it be… that they were all eaten by him? 

When he saw Shi Hao belch and waddle over, the vendor was now truly scared. 

“Spare my life! I didn’t do it on purpose!” He was sweating buckets, sitting straight onto the ground. He 

felt like he definitely ran into some monster, or else how could he dare eat a creature from such great 

powers just like that? 

Shi Hao didn’t seem to mind that much. He picked up a stalk of holy medicine on the vendor’s stall and 

said, “Rare great medicine. You were actually able to pick one.” 

“Just a coincidence. Gift… gift for you.” The vendor said with a trembling voice. 

“Then I’ll have to give you my thanks. Can you tell me where those two went?” Shi Hao asked. 

“I… really don’t know. Many people are looking for them. However, I know that they obtained some kind 

of treasure that drew the jealousy of many great powers.” The vendor said. 



“What kind of thing is it exactly?” 

“An Octadic Treasure Unicorn.” The vendor said. 

“What? The number one precious meat under heaven, what is known as the most delicious thing in this 

world?!” Shi Hao immediately became angry. 

The vendor was stupefied. He always felt like something was wrong. Why did the reason for this 

person’s anger seem a bit off? 

Octadic Treasure Unicorn was at the top of the Archaic Octadic Treasures. Even though it was known as 

the number one meat dish under heaven, the greatest value was not on its deliciousness, but its 

shocking medicinal value. 

Regardless of whether it was holy medicine or divine medicine, if it was slow cooked together with it, it 

would increase the medicinal effects several times. It could be said to be priceless! 

“Who? Who dares to scheme against my precious food? Are they courting death?!” Shi Hao was furious. 

The vendor was speechless. He was now sure that he didn’t hear wrongly. Why did this person seem like 

a foodie? He didn’t feel regret over its medicinal value, but rather felt angry and a sense of loss over its 

deliciousness. 

“There are quite a few great powers that took action, including Divine Dark Child’s people, Immortal 

Palace’s people, as well as those under the ancient freaks. 

“Those people are looking for death!” Shi Hao said. 

Those two have said that the Octadic Treasure Unicorn already has an owner, and soon after, that 

person will come looking for it. Only, those people from a few great powers threatened them…” 

“What were they threatening them with?” Shi Hao asked. 

“They threatened that as long as those behind them came, that individual's head would be smashed into 

dog brains…” The vendor said extremely carefully. 

“I am hungry!” Shi Hao spoke these three words. 

The vendor didn’t understand at first, but after staring blankly for a bit, he came to realization. His fine 

hairs all stood on end. 

Chapter 836 - Devil King Sets Out 

After speaking those three words, Shi Hao spat out a piece of golden ‘bird bone’. It landed on the carpet. 

The vendor had just managed to stand up, but as soon as he saw this, he directly sat back down onto the 

ground. He was truly scared bad. He was now sure that this leg bone was that of the Golden Luan after it 

had been roasted through, only now, it looked like a chicken bone. Without inspecting it closely, one 

wouldn’t even be able to tell the difference. 

“Great one, this doesn’t have anything to do with me!” Cold sweat poured down along his temples, and 

his body trembled uncontrollably. He definitely encountered a devil incarnate. 



“Where are those people? Why don’t you show me around.” Shi Hao said. 

The vendor felt a bit troubled. Those great powers, any one of them were enough to crush groups of 

Divine Flame Realm cultivators like himself. There was simply no way to resist, a difference of heaven 

and earth. 

“Great one, please spare me… once news gets out, there won’t be any place in all of Immortal Ancient 

for me to hide. I’ll undoubtedly die!” His face was deathly pale, carrying extreme fear. 

Moreover, he told Shi Hao that even if he paid them a visit now, those leading figures still couldn’t be 

found, because there were normally only ordinary experts overseeing those places. The true exceptional 

talents wouldn’t just sit around, all of them out looking for opportunities, only coming back every so 

often. 

As for the ancient freaks, there was even less of a need to think about them. They hadn’t appeared all 

this time, all of them having strong followers who gathered precious treasures and dealt with these 

matters. 

“What are you scared of? If you follow me, who will dare touch you? Don’t tell me that those great 

powers made others feel reverence from birth? All of it was obtained through fighting right?” Shi Hao 

said. 

“Great one, what… are you trying to say?” The vendor Lu Yi asked, his heart worried. 

“Once you become the member of a great power, in the future, who will dare kill you? You’ll be just like 

them.” Shi Hao said with a slight smile. 

Lu Yi was shocked. He looked towards Shi Hao, and after making sure he didn’t hear incorrectly, great 

waves stirred within his heart. Was this devil king also going to overlook Radiant City and form a power? 

“Let’s go, guide me around. Let’s see where those disgraceful things are staying.” Shi Hao began to walk. 

Lu Yi hurriedly followed, feeling a bit moved, but even more apprehension and uneasiness. He urged, 

“Great one, you cannot act randomly! The city’s rules cannot be broken, or else you will be surrounded 

by all different powers! If someone like Divine Dark Child or an ancient freak is provoked, then no one 

will be able to stop them…” 

Shi Hao nodded and said, “I know, just want to look around.” 

Then, he added, “Trying to steal my Octadic Treasure Unicorn, I’ll make sure all of you face the 

consequences!” 

This type of thing was incredibly precious, something that could be stumbled upon but not wished for. 

From a certain perspective, it was comparable to the greatest divine ancient medicine, because it could 

increase medicinal effects several fold. 

Forget about normal people, even if giants of the higher realms learned of its existence, they would still 

fight bloody battles over it. One could just imagine how great the medicinal effects would be if one 

slowly refined it together with a stalk of divine medicine! It would increase its value several times. 



“I never ate an Octadic Treasure Chicken, leaving it behind in Stone Village. However, I definitely cannot 

let this Octadic Treasure Unicorn escape.” Shi Hao’s stomach rumbled. He still felt a strong desire to eat 

the Archaic Octadic Treasures. 

However, until now, he had only eaten the Octadic Treasure Dragon Carp, a rare creature that was 

raised in Stone Country Imperial Capital City’s lake. There were only a few of them in total. 

When he was an emperor in the lower realm, Shi Hao was absolutely shameless, sneakily eating one. 

That type of taste left him intoxicated even when he thought back to it now. 

“The Octadic Treasure Unicorn is at the very top of the eight treasures, truly rare, something no one 

dares to eat. Once caught, they would always be sacrificed to existences like ancestors, and only used to 

refine medicines at the crucial time.” Lu Yi said. 

While chatting, they already entered the center of Radiant City. When they walked into a street, there 

was no more radiance. Darkness approached, and this place was extremely gloomy. There weren’t many 

people on this path. 

“So this is Divine Dark Palace?” Shi Hao carried his arms behind his back as he sized up this enormous 

mansion. It occupied a large half of the street, and dark mists curled about. It was a dark, cold, and 

gloomy place. 

The sun was high up in the air, yet this place was so cold, as if one arrived in the ghost realm. 

At the entrance of the mansion stood a few Underworld Clan members, guarding this place. They were 

all like corpses, lacking the life force of normal people, their gaze indistinct. 

“I hate this clan the most. Having a corpse stench, ice cold, can’t even eat them, no value to their 

existence at all. Absolute trash.” Shi Hao commented randomly. 

The vendor Lu Yi almost fell from fright. Speaking these types of words outside Divine Dark Palace, if 

they heard him, wasn’t this the same as courting death? 

One has to understand that Divine Dark Child was too terrifying, previously emerging himself once, 

unleashing bloodbaths in several small worlds. Corpses and bones were piled up into heaps, leaving 

others terrified to the extreme. 

This battle alone already established his unmatched divine might. Afterwards, he went into isolation 

cultivation, no longer appearing. 

“Forget about the Divine Dark Child, just the few exceptional talents under him, the ones known as the 

Six Underworld Generals, are all extraordinary. They almost killed Luo Dao and Lan Yichen, making them 

flee while covered in blood.” 

“Is that so? When I get the chance, I’m going to slaughter them all!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

He couldn’t forgive this. Someone actually wanted to fight over the Octadic Treasure Unicorn, forcing 

Luo Dao and Lan Yichen to run, and even chasing them until they were covered in blood. He was going 

to demand an explanation from them. 

“And who are you? Don’t loiter around here.” 



“If you have rare treasures, you can come back here to exchange them.” 

There were some who spoke, their voices ice cold. There was a ghostly energy wafting over that made 

others feel extremely uncomfortable. 

“I want to ask, do either of you know where Lan Yichen and Luo Dao are.” Shi Hao asked indifferently. 

From the side, Lu Yi began to tremble, his entire body going cold. This fella truly wasn’t easy to deal 

with. He was clearly about to stir up a huge disaster, making him both scared but also excited. Could it 

be that this truly was a monster, someone comparable to the ancient freaks? 

“Haha, you really asked the right people now. I do know where they are. They are right outside the city.” 

An elder said with a smile. 

An Underworld Clan expert appeared, looking in this direction. 

“Why don’t I show you the way?” The old underworld being chuckled, his eyes swirling with dark light. 

“Sure.” Shi Hao noded. 

When the elder heard this, a cold light flashed through his eyes. He stared at Shi Hao, feeling that he 

should have encountered a problem that wasn’t too weak. Otherwise, how could he have this type of 

confidence? 

“Why don’t we use the Divine Dark Palace’s transport formation? We’ll reach that place quite quickly.” 

He tested Shi Hao. 

“No problem.” Shi Hao nodded. 

Lu Yi’s face immediately paled. He tugged at the corners of Shi Hao’s clothes, telling him that he must 

not do such a thing, because that was definitely a tiger’s den. 

“No matter.” Shi Hao didn’t seem to mind. 

“Those that aren’t vicious dragons won’t cross the river…” The old underworld being shivered. They all 

knew that this was not some good intentions, but the other party still dared to proceed like this, leaving 

him with no choice but to become serious. 

He invited Shi Hao into the manor. There was a transport formation in the very first floor’s courtyard. A 

group of underworld beings stepped on it. 

“Great one, don’t do it! There will likely be arrangements made at the other end of the transport 

formations! It might very well be where those exceptional talents are cultivating in isolation!” Lu Yi 

secretly transmitted, feeling incomparably anxious. He didn’t really do this out of loyalty, but instead out 

of fear that he would be throwing his own life in as well. 

“Isn’t it just some underworld generals? What do they count as? I actually want us to be directly sent 

into Divine Dark Child’s place of isolation, saving me quite a bit of trouble.” Shi Hao secretly replied. 

“Youngster, be sure to stand well and not fall off. Sometimes, when one falls, they might never stand up 

again.” The old underworld being said in a dark and indistinct voice. 



“Lead the way!” Shi Hao only had these words. He secretly nodded. Not even a great power like Divine 

Dark Palace dared to break the rules of the city, going to take action when they left the city. 

It seemed like the various agreements made within the city were still quite effective. 

Dark light flashed. The group of people left this place, appearing inside an enormous mountain valley. 

“Not good, this is Underworld Clan’s slaughtering field! There was always news about its creation, but 

who would have expected that it had already been completed?!” Lu Yi cried out in alarm. 

“Dare to enter my Divine Dark Palace and provoke us? Neither one of you can think about leaving. Both 

of you will be slaughtered clean.” The Underworld Clan elder said. 

Those underworld beings disappeared. Meanwhile, black colored fog surged endlessly from all 

directions. This was a great formation. Killing energy overflowed into the heavens, covering this place in 

a black expanse that stretched as far as the eye could see. 

“Where are Luo Dao and Lan Yichen?” In the darkness, Shi Hao asked. 

“Running like stray dogs. They’ll be caught sooner or later. You are the one behind them, right? If you 

are killed and hung in front of Radiant City like a wild dog, I believe they will definitely have a clearer 

view of things.” The elder spoke in a cold manner. 

“Is that so?” Shi Hao replied indifferently, standing right behind him. 

“You…” The elder quickly escaped, running within the formation. However, he discovered with shock 

that the youth behind him followed him like his shadow, practically sticking right to his body. 

It was clear that the other party had locked onto him, and that he couldn’t escape. The path he had 

walked was no secret, narrowly being turned into a passage out. 

Shi Hao didn’t have the Divine Striking Stone with him to break the formation. He could solve this issue 

with his great speed alone. 

“Ask Underworld General to take action!” The elder shouted. 

The so-called Underworld Generals were exceptional talents and not truly Underworld Clansmen, 

individuals who allied with Divine Dark Child or powerful experts who were defeated by him. 

Peng! 

Right at this moment, the old underworld being was kicked, the power so great it made him scream out 

miserably. His waist snapped, and his entire body broke into two pieces. 

He was shocked, completely horrified. One has to understand that this slaughtering field could kill 

exceptional talents, so why was it now ineffective?! 

“Ah…” Following this miserable cry, he completely lost consciousness. His head was crushed by a stamp 

of that youth’s feet. 



This slaughtering field’s killing energy expanded. Miserable sounds rose and fell. Only a single 

resplendent figure could be seen moving through this place, sweeping in all directions, unleashing a 

great massacre. 

“Why isn’t there an Underworld General overseeing this place? How could they all be gone?” 

Underworld Clan’s people fell into despair. 

Soon after, this place entered a deathly stillness. Black mists curled about. Shi Hao brought Lu Yi out. He 

voiced his regret, how none of these corpses could be eaten. 

Lu Yi was stunned. This fella really was ridiculously powerful, making his heart alarmed and body 

trembling. 

They returned to Radiant City. Lu Yi acted extremely carefully, enthusiastically introducing along the 

way, guiding him. 

“This is Dragon Palace, the ancient freak Dragon Girl’s manor. However, she had never appeared before, 

only her followers handling the normal affairs and collecting precious medicines.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he nodded. This crystal blue manor released a soft radiance. 

“Whether or not Dragon Palace’s people have pursued those two individual, it is difficult to ascertain.” 

“Wu, then let’s just switch to another clan.” Shi Hao said. 

Along the way, Shi Hao understood a bit more about the city’s circumstances. Sword Valley, Dragon 

Palace, Divine Temple and other powers all had ancient freaks behind them. 

“That place seems to be quite lofty and grand. Which clan does it belong to?” Shi Hao asked. 

There was a palace before them that was tall and majestic. The main palace was made of bronze, the 

aura it released vast and boundless. 

“Immortal Palace.” Lu Yi replied. 

“It looks like they really are planning to take root in Immortal Ancient, planning to cultivate for hundreds 

to thousands of years.” Shi Hao said. 

“That isn’t all. Radiant City has existed since the ancient times, and the successive generations of various 

sects would come here. Most of these structures were left behind since the ancient times.” Lu Yi 

explained. 

“En, then let’s just pay Immortal Palace a visit.” Shi Hao said. 

In the outside world, the edge of the uninhabited region. 

A year and a half had already passed. Quite a few people had left, but there were quite a few who had 

hurried over as well. Generally speaking, the numbers were increasing. 

It was because everyone were waiting in expectation. They wanted to see how powerful those ancient 

freaks would be once they emerged, what kind of paths they took. 



Only, recently, things had been quite dull and uninteresting. The sect masters from various sects used 

great magical force to carve characters on the Immortal Dao Flower’s petals, but many of them never 

appeared, being covered in mist. 

It was clear that the great dao was covering them. These individuals were all exceptional, hidden from 

the view of outsiders while undergoing isolation cultivation. 

“I wonder if that Huang emerged yet. We haven’t written his name for several months. We should give it 

a try again.” Someone said. 

Radiant City, in front of Immortal Palace. 

“By asking about those two in front of us, are you provoking us?” A youngster walked out with his arms 

behind his back. His eyes were releasing golden light. 

Shi Hao saw through his original form. This was a Golden Crane. He immediately thought of the great 

battle of seven deities in the lower realm. The old servant who came from Immortal Palace was precisely 

a Golden Crane, the one that ultimately inflicted that curse on him. Only by splitting his own supreme 

being bone, offering himself as a blood sacrifice, risking it all did he defeat the other party. By doing this, 

he already dug his own grave. 

“I am their big bro. I heard that Immortal Palace forced them, demanding the Octadic Treasure Unicorn, 

which is why I came to ask about it, so how did this turn into a provocation? It was clearly you all who 

chased after my old friends.” Shi Hao said. 

“You think you are that strong? Just because you are an exceptional talent, you can challenge my 

Immortal Palace’s dignity?” The youngster berated. Following a cold laugh, he called over a group of 

experts. 

It was clear that this violated the city’s regulations. However, Immortal Palace acted domineeringly, 

wishing to slaughter him without leaving behind any trails. This way, no one would learn about this. 

n𝔒𝓋𝖾-𝓁𝑩-In 

“Are you all… looking to die?” Shi Hao said calmly. 

“What do you count as, yet you dare to speak these words. My Immortal Palace’s great one is about to 

come out of isolation. After merging with immortal blood, achieving the dao through a different path, 

killing you will be like slaughtering a chicken. Coming here to provoke us is purely seeking death!” The 

youngster’s pupils shone with specks of golden light. With his hands behind his back, his head was raised 

as he looked at Shi Hao. 

Without saying another word, Shi Hao grabbed him, dragged him over, and then began to slap his 

mouth. The sounds were ear-splitting. 

The surrounding people were shocked. This speed was too great! They didn’t have any time to react at 

all! 

Chapter 837 - Plundering Immortal Palace. 

“You dare?!” Immortal Palace’s youth screamed. His cheeks were red and swollen. Even though he used 

bone texts to protect his entire face, he still felt fiery pain. 



Shi Hao gave him another great slap, the sound shaking the heavens. It was just too sharp and clear, 

making him spin a circle in place. Blood flowed from the corners of his lips. 

“Why wouldn’t I dare?” 

Shi Hao lifted him up, asking him just like that. 

This shocked everyone here, because the series of movements were fast to an inconceivable level. They 

couldn’t take action even if they wanted to, simply unable to rescue this person. 

“I am going to kill you! Challenging my Immortal Palace, you won’t have a good end!” This youth’s hair 

was a mess, golden light shining from his eyes. He was angered to the extreme as he roared outwards. 

Moreover, bone texts interweaved around his entire body, surging outwards. He operated all of his 

precious techniques, the most powerful secret methods. 

Unfortunately, in front of Shi Hao’s face, this Divine Flame Realm cultivator who could already be 

considered quite powerful didn’t possess the slightest advantage. Just like a little chicken, he was sent 

flying once again by a kick from Shi Hao. 

“Immortal Palace my ass, always saying it over and over and over. I want to let you all understand that 

the mouth I am striking is precisely your Immortal Palace’s!” 

Shi Hao brandished his palm, fiercely beating down. This time, the youngster’s bone texts completely 

scattered. The slaps were loud and clear. 

Pa! 

In an instant, blood splashed outwards, his mouth of teeth falling off. He was slapped silly, his eyes 

seeing stars, mouth crooked eyes slanted, completely reduced to a sorry state. 

Pa pa pa pa… 

Then, slaps to the face continuously sounded, all of them releasing the same sound. His face completely 

distorted, no longer looking like that of a human’s. 

“Take action! Kill him!” When the youth slightly regained his senses, he hollered outwards. 

From the side, the group of people complained continuously. They already took action, but all of their 

precious techniques were stopped. There was a barrier of light that was impenetrable. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao gave him another beating, and then he directly flung him onto the ground, making the surface 

of the earth split apart. It was unknown just how many bones in this youngster’s body were broken. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t take his life, instead leaving him alive so he could ask him more questions. 

“Do you know where those two are?” His foot remained on this person’s chest as he asked indifferently. 

“Even if I knew, I wouldn’t tell you! Wait until my Immortal Palace great one comes out! He’ll crush you 

with a single hand!” The youngster was gnashing his teeth, his eyes filled with resentment. 



Pu! n𝔒𝓋𝖾-𝓁𝑩-In 

Shi Hao’s foot crushed down, making his chest cave in. His mouth coughed out blood, his eyes filled with 

terror. He discovered that this devil king really was going to kill him. 

“You… cannot act like this! There are rules in the city! If you take action like this, all of the great powers 

will surround and attack you! You will incur the wrath of everyone here!” 

“Didn’t you want others to use Space Shattering Symbols to bring me away and then kill me? Why do 

you only feel like the rules are violated now?” Shi Hao had a slight smile on his face. 

While speaking, he grinded his foot downwards forcefully. The sounds of bones breaking rang out again. 

All four of his limbs were broken, causing miserable screams to resound through this place. 

"Attack together, break the barrier and kill him!" Those outside shouted, attacking again. If this 

continued, Immortal Palace Inheritor’s trusted aide was going to be done for. 

Unfortunately, this person was too powerful. A pair of golden wings appeared behind him. With a light 

tremble, multicolored clouds pervaded the air. All of those people coughed out blood, forced back in 

retreat. 

Lu Yi had long become dumbstruck when he saw this. This fella was just too powerful, running to 

Immortal Palace to act crazily, lifting up an important figure and slapping his face crazily, forcing back 

everyone with a single move, it was too domineering and powerful. 

“Don’t kill me…” Finally, the youth on the ground was scared. Half of his entire body’s bones were 

broken, and he was now already deformed beyond recognition. His face was full of fear. This was the 

first time he met someone who was going to kill in the city, moreover in front of their Immortal Palace’s 

entrance. 

This left him in disbelief. How many people dared to do this? Not even those ancient freaks would 

behave so ostentatiously once they emerged, right? 

Shi Hao raised him up again. Without saying another word, he first gave him another beating, directly 

beating him silly. This individual directly cried out, taking the initiative to compromise. 

“En, this is enough, I’ve vented out a bit of my frustrations. Now, it’s your turn to take action.” Shi Hao 

said, telling him to bring out all types of treasures from Immortal Palace. 

In the outside world, the border of the uninhabited region. 

A sect master carved Huang’s name, producing his whereabouts on the flower petals and displaying its 

scene on the monuments. Everyone saw the scene that played out just now. 

The crowd was immediately petrified. 

After not seeing him for several months, the first scene they saw after writing his name was this. 

“He is plugging up Immortal Palace’s entrance, about to rob them?” Someone said with a soft voice. 

“He is picking a fight. Do you all see? He is slapping Immortal Palace’s face again and again!” 



The outside world could not calm down. Soon after, it became noisy. This scene triggered a huge 

commotion, drawing everyone’s attention. 

It was because that was Immortal Palace, one of the most ancient and terrifying inheritances, a power 

many great sects didn’t even dare provoke. They all felt incomparable restraining fear towards them. 

But now, a youth brandished his palm just like that, slapping their face. This really was a bit shocking, 

leaving others with a strange type of feeling. 

At the edge of the uninhabited region, within that copper palace, someone released a heavy cold snort. 

That individual was clearly angry. This type of provocation, beating the trusted aide of Immortal Palace 

Inheritor like this, was the same as losing the face of everyone in their inheritance. 

Radiant City, in front of Immortal Palace. 

The youngster had a lifeless look in his eyes. “You are going to rob us here?” 

“What nonsense. It is you all who are making an offering to me, how did it become me robbing you?” 

Shi Hao corrected him. 

“Where are my Immortal Palace’s Immortal Generals? Why are they all missing? Hurry up and take 

action!” In the distance, someone clenched their fists. 

“They should be coming back soon. They’ve already been called, and news have been sent out for them 

to come back and deal with this person.” Someone said softly. 

Shi Hao didn’t care too much about this. He dragged the youngster formed Golden Crane, barging 

directly into the ancient palace at the center of the bronze ancient palace, about to take all types of 

divine objects. 

“We already gave it all away, there’s not much stuff left.” The Golden Crane said with a trembling voice. 

This was simply a nightmare. Who dared to provoke them like this in Radiant City? Yet today, he was 

beaten up by someone and Immortal Palace was looted! 

Who would believe him once news of this got out? This was like a story out of a fantasy! 

“Nonsense. I already smell holy medicines. Hurry and bring them out, or else I’ll wipe out all of you.” Shi 

Hao said. 

He was delicate and pretty, with a pair of large intelligent eyes, sparkling and translucent skin, scattering 

hair, it made him look elegant and otherworldly. There was an immortal dao aura that made him look 

like an immortal. 

Only, this type of aura, this type of style, was impatiently saying these words of plunder. It really was a 

bit strange, leaving this group of people speechless. 

As for Lu Yi, he was a bit numb already. This fella continuously gave him ‘pleasant surprises’, terrifying 

him until he fell down again and again. There was no way to appraise him with normal reasoning. 

“I... “ The Golden Crane was about to cry. Being robbed like this was just too stupid and cowardly. 

Pa! 



Without saying another word, he directly added another slap, urging him to hurry up and present it 

respectfully, or else he’ll unleash a massacre here. 

Finally, the treasury was opened. A wave of medicinal fragrance wafted outwards. 

There were even some divine materials, piling up into a small heap. 

“How fragrant!” Shi Hao was infatuated. He suddenly felt like there was no point in picking medicines 

anymore. If he stole from his enemies like this, didn’t it feel much better? It was faster and more 

efficient as well. 

There were eight stalks of holy medicine just like that, all of them sealed together, rich with medicinal 

fragrance. They scattered resplendent holy radiance, illuminating the entire treasury. 

Aside from this, there were two jade cauldrons. When he opened them, he found two fruits, their 

fragrance even thicker, permeating into the bones. It was as if he was going to ascend. 

One fruit was silver, burning like flames. It was even more resplendent than holy medicines. 

The other fruit had purple radiance curling about it, as well as a faint mists surrounding it. It was also 

astonishing. 

“Half Divine Fruit!” Lu Yi was shocked. 

The so-called Half Divine Fruit wasn’t as great as divine medicine, but it was a bit stronger than holy 

medicines. They were shockingly valuable, containing powerful divine characteristics. If a dying creature 

ingested it, they would immediately rise from the brink of death. 

“The rewards are great this time!” Shi Hao was extremely satisfied. 

However, when he thought about how there were definitely even more shocking sacred great medicines 

sent to Immortal Palace’s place of isolation, he felt a bit regretful. 

“You… cannot bring them away! If the great one is angered, there will be blood flowing everywhere and 

endless corpses!” The Golden Crane said with a trembling voice, feeling a bit anxious. 

“Then let him come look for me.” Shi Hao laughed coldly. The two of them were enemies, and a battle 

between them was inevitable. Stealing these things left him feeling quite well. 

Then, Shi Hao swept through another pile of materials, discovering a divine object that was quite 

unordinary. It was curling with mists and flowing with blazing metallic luster. This was a rare divine 

material. 

“This is Cloud Marked Copper, something that can be used to forge heavenly deity magical artifacts, and 

if refined, can even be turned into a top grade sect master level weapon!” Lu Yi was shocked. 

“Since it’s not bad, then I’ll just take it as well.” Shi Hao said. 

He began to pick and choose, gloriously calling it a treasure hunt. It left the Golden Crane so angry he 

began to tremble all over, yet he didn’t dare say a word. 



“Right, where is Immortal Palace Inheritor cultivating in isolation anyway?” Shi Hao suddenly asked. He 

felt like it might be better just to directly slaughter his way over, barging straight into their nest. 

“I do not know. Each time, great one would have a spiritual body come pick up precious medicines.” The 

Golden Crane said with a trembling voice. This devil king was too vicious, actually wishing to go against 

Immortal Palace’s great one. 

“Who dares to act unbridled in Immortal Palace?!” Someone shouted, his voice like thunder. 

“Good, you guys returned! Capture and kill him!” The Golden Crane quickly retreated, and then shouted 

loudly. His eyes revealed pleasant surprise. When he looked at Shi Hao, he was full of hatred, but also 

fear. 

Immortal Palace’s men immediately released a breath of relief. Two Immortal Generals returned at the 

same time, that is, two powerful exceptional talents. It was enough to suppress all enemies. 

“A few powers have sensed something in the city. We’ll bring him out of the city and kill him there.” An 

exceptional talent said coldly, releasing terrifying fluctuations from their bodies. Their blood energy 

overflowed into the heavens. 

The Space Shattering Symbol was activated. In an instant, the two exceptional talents brought Shi Hao 

and Lu Yi from this place. More than ten other experts followed them as well. 

“I want to see him die with my own eyes. All of you, defend this place!” The Golden Crane said 

resentfully. He activated a Space Shattering Symbol and disappeared as well. 

Outside Immortal Palace, quite a few people stopped. They all look towards this place, because they 

received news that something happened here. 

“Just a small matter. All of you can leave. Someone stirred up trouble, but was chased way.” Someone 

came out and said. He believed that Shi Hao would be captured, that no one could go against Immortal 

Palace. 

However, after waiting left and right, no Immortal Generals returned. 

“Not good, that savage youngster returned, but our Immortal Generals are nowhere to be seen!” An 

hour later, someone ran into Immortal Palace with alarm, shouting loudly. 

The ones that stayed behind to watch this place were all horrified. The two great Immortal Generals 

didn’t return, but that other person appeared? 

Someone ran out to take a look, and sure enough, that savage youngster was there, walking while 

belching, as if there was still a bit of indigestion. 

“Let’s go to that battlefield and see what happened, why those two Immortal Generals haven’t 

returned.” 

Soon after, a group of people arrived in a mountain region through a transport formation. They saw that 

the mountain peaks here were broken, the great earth caved in. Their hearts immediately sank. 



A great battle had clearly happened here. Now that the youngster returned, it was enough to prove 

everything. 

“Over there, found someone!” One of them had sharp eyes, discovering the Golden Crane. 

Only, right now, his hair was dishevelled, his eyes lifeless, as if he didn’t have a soul. 

“What happened to the two Immortal Generals?” Someone asked loudly. 

However, after asking several times, the Golden Crane didn’t show any reaction, just sitting there with a 

blank look, his mind already collapsed. 

“What happened?!” Someone roared outwards. 

Finally, the Golden Crane showed some reaction. As if he was talking in his sleep, he spoke a line of 

horrifying words. “Dead, all dead, and then all cooked and eaten by him…” 

“What?!” 

“Something major has happened! Two exceptional talents have died! Find a way to inform the great 

one, have him hunt down this person!” Someone released a low roar. They had to ask Immortal Palace 

Inheritor to take action now. 

In the outside world the cultivators of all sects saw the scene clearly. They were all stupefied. It was too 

savage. Those were two exceptional talents, as well as more than ten other experts, yet they were all 

swept through by Shi Hao, killed in one sweep. 

This battle established Shi Hao’s divine might, leaving everyone in the outside world incredibly shocked. 

However, there was no way to inform the disciples inside Immortal Ancient, unable to give them 

warnings! 

Shi Hao brought Lu Yi back. He wanted to pay Divine Dark Palace a visit, looking to clean them out as 

well. 

Lu Yi followed behind him, his knees a bit soft and his mind a bit dizzy. What he had just seen was like 

something out of a legend. Two exceptional talents whose names shook several provinces, both of them 

abnormally powerful, in the end… they were killed by this devil king, and then roasted and eaten. 

“It really is you?” 

At the end of the street, a figure appeared. Luo Dao was a bit thin and pallid. He rushed out. 

“Yi, turns out you were in the city. I was looking for ways to find you guys.” Shi Hao spoke, revealing a 

look of pleasant surprise. 

“I was hiding in the city, and no one knew. However, Lan Yichen is in danger. He brought the Octadic 

Treasure Unicorn with him and is now stuck within a metal ore vein, his exit blocked by others. He can’t 

come out and might lose his life at any moment.” Luo Dao was anxious, asking Shi Hao to take action 

and hurry over to his rescue. 

“They are courting death! Lead the way!” Shi Hao said, bringing him and Lu Yi into the sky, immediately 

using the Kun Peng wings, roaring into the distance. 



Chapter 838 - Silver Polish Mountain 

Silver Polish Mountain, a place silver and shiny, as if it was a glowing snowy mountain. It was brilliant 

white and spectacular. 

This was a metal mountain range, made mostly of silver essence. Mountain peaks rose and fell. Even 

though it was only ordinary silver essence, when all of them were piled up together, it was still 

extremely shocking. 

At the very center of this place, there was one enormous mountain that was quite unusual. It was like a 

millstone, its shape bizarre, not quite like a mountain peak. This was also where it got its name -- Silver 

Polish Mountain from. 

Great winds whistled about. Shi Hao descended here, with Luo Dao and Lu Yi following behind him. They 

closed in on this silvery metal mountain range. 

“Lan Yichen is able to merge with metal, a type of innate divine ability, using this to preserve his life. He 

brought the Octadic Treasure Unicorn with him, hiding in this mountain range.” 

Luo Dao explained. The two of them fled separately purely for the sake of survival. Back then, a large 

group of people chased after them, making it dangerous to the extreme. 

Lan Yichen hid here, borrowing the vast metal mountain region to escape the slaughter of a group of 

powerful individuals. 

Meanwhile, Luo Dao was the most daring, after breaking free from everyone, immediately returning to 

Radiance City, becoming the ‘darkness under a lamp’, hiding himself in the most dangerous place. 

Otherwise, it would have been extremely difficult to escape. There was a large net cast around the 

entrances of Radiant Realm. 

“Let me see who exactly it is that dares to steal my Octadic Treasure Unicorn!” Shi Hao said. After 

coming out from isolation this time, his strength was greatly improved. He became even more calm and 

unflustered. 

He released a formless wave of might, leaving Luo Dao shocked. They hadn’t met for nine months, but 

this young devil king’s strength actually fiercely increased again. 

Even though there was a pressure, it gave him a strange sense of confidence, feeling that they might be 

able to rescue Lan Yichen. 

“This place… has many people, all of them experts. Will the three of us be able to pass through them?” 

Lu Yi was absolutely terrified. Even though he had seen how savage Shi Hao was, with how many experts 

there were here, he still couldn’t help but feel a bit scared. 

If he could run, he would have done so a long time ago. Following this devil king was too dangerous, but 

where could he go now? Immortal Palace’s people already hated him greatly. 

After all, it was him who that led the way, and those people all remembered that. 

“Which powers are here?” Shi Hao asked. 



“Many. People from Fire Cloud Cavern, Divine Dark Palace, Sword Valley, as well as…” Luo Dao 

explained. 

These people were extremely terrifying. Not only were there subordinates of the most powerful 

individuals of the present world, there were also followers of ancient freaks. There were just too many 

of them. There were also a group of loose cultivators. 

This place was surrounded, which naturally drew the attention of those outside. A few powerful loose 

cultivators, and exceptional talents from different clans, after obtaining the news, hurried over, joining 

in as well. 

The Octadic Treasure Unicorn could increase the potency of any divine herb, holy fruit, and any other 

medicinal effectiveness by several times, so how could this not move hearts? If it was in the outside 

world, those ancient inheritances would definitely fight a great battle over this. 

“Regardless of which powers they are from, if they dare stand in my way, I will kill them all without 

exception!” Shi Hao only had this sentence. Then, he began to walk forward with large steps. 

“Good!” Luo Dao clenched his fists, his face revealing a bit of excitement. 

It was because recently, he had been too sullen. It was clearly them who obtained the rare treasure, yet 

once news leaked out, they were surrounded from all sides by great powers and chased down, only 

barely making it out alive. 

As a result, both him and Lan Yichen lost a lot of blood as they continuously fled, almost losing their 

lives. 

Silver Polish Mountain would surge with white light from time to time. This was a reflection of abundant 

metal energy. There were many people who originally wanted to gather essence gold here, believing 

that there were divine materials. 

“Halt, this mountain is sealed up. You all are not allowed to enter.” 

As soon as they stepped into the silver colored mountain region, someone discovered them, standing in 

their way. Their expressions were all cold. 

“Didn’t many people enter the mountain? Why are you stopping us?” Lu Yi appeared and asked. 

“It is precisely because too many people came that all sides established rules that no one else is allowed 

to enter. The entire silver mountain body doesn’t have much essence gold to gather, so you all can 

leave.” 

Lu Yi wanted to say something else, but Shi Hao stopped him. He walked forward and said, “We didn’t 

come here for essence gold, but to find someone.” 

“Who?” The expression of the one who stood guard outside the mountain region changed. 

“Lan Yichen.” Shi Hao said indifferently. 

“Heng, you also want to get a cup of the good soup? Friend, you came too late. This place has already 

been divided into eight regions by various sides. There is no place left for you.” Someone said coldly. 



“Lan Yichen is my brother, and I’ve come to bring him back. I do not need any regions or territory.” Shi 

Hao calmly said. 

“What?” 

“Issue a warning, quick!” 

Several individuals quickly backed up, wishing to send information into the mountain. 

Hong! 

An enormous pair of Kun Peng wings appeared behind Shi Hao. With a light movement, crazy winds 

swept about, divine might surged, clouds pervaded the air. Those individuals were all blasted flying, 

coughing out large amounts of blood before smashing against the walls, their bones broken and tendons 

severed. 

Forget about Lu Yi, even Luo Dao’s eyes were jumping crazily. This fella’s strength had increased, 

becoming a great deal stronger than before! One has to understand that none of those individuals were 

weak, all of them rather strong. n𝔒𝓋𝖾-𝓁𝑩-In 

“Go!” Shi Hao said, heading forward. He came precisely to unleash a great slaughter. 

Octadic Treasure Unicorn belonged to them to begin with, yet other people coveted it, demanding that 

they hand it over, in the end even attacking them from all sides. With the devilish child’s temperament, 

how could he swallow this? 

Shi Hao was surging with killing intent as they headed inside. 

Inside the mountain, not a single blade of grass grew. There was silver essence everywhere. The 

mountain was shining with brilliance, the landscape rather unique. 

Soon after, they arrived in the second mountain entrance. There were still people standing guard here. 

In fact there were people here all around the entire mountain ridge, with cultivators standing guard 

every set amount of distance. 

“Yi, this person… looked a lot like Luo Dao.” Someone’s expression change. After comparing him with 

the picture scroll in hand, he discovered that this was the exact same silver-robed youngster. They were 

immediately shocked. 

Luo Dao took action, turning into a streak of silver light and rushing forward. His head of long hair 

erupted with power like a waterfall. It erupted with scarlet multicolored radiance, covering the sky with 

symbols. 

Those individuals cried out, all taking out weapons to defend themselves. 

However, the hair that turned into scarlet multicolored light was invincible, piercing through those bone 

weapons and scattering their precious techniques. Its power was shocking. 

Following a wave of keng qiang sounds, these people were blasted flying. 

Luo Dao pursued them, taking action again! 



One has to understand that blood had even been drawn from Shi Hao’s hand before. So one could see 

just how sturdy and astonishing this hair was. It possessed exceptional divine might! 

Pu! 

In that instant, those people had the space between their brows penetrated by the hair surrounded by 

scarlet multicolored light. All of them collapsed with their faces towards the sky, not a single one living. 

“Seeing how nimbly you are taking action, why did you still almost die?” Lu Yi commented softly, but he 

was greatly shaken up inside. 

“Rubbish, you try facing the attacks of several exceptional talents.” Luo Dao said. 

This left Lu Yi shocked. Shi Hao nodded. Luo Dao was indeed powerful. Being able to survive under the 

surrounded attacks of exceptional talents was enough to prove quite a bit alone. 

They proceeded, continuously breaking through four checkpoints, all those who stood in their way 

instantly killed. As a result, not much disturbance was stirred up, allowing them to quickly enter the 

depths of Silver Polish Mountain. 

There were powerful individuals standing guard at the checkpoints around the mountain, but there 

wasn’t a single exceptional talent. It was because they were only there to stop those who arrived later 

from entering. 

The true top level figures, the powerful exceptional talents, were all inside at the heart of this place, all 

of them pursuing Lan Yichen to steal his Octadic Treasure Unicorn. They didn’t stay in the perimeter. 

“Not good, someone broke in.” 

Finally, someone discovered Shi Hao and Luo Dao’s traces, as well as the corpses left behind at several 

checkpoints. They quickly issued a warning. 

As a result, the entire mountain was filled with figures. Bone texts rushed into the air continuously. 

Lu Yi’s face immediately turned pale. There were just too many people, right? This mountain range was 

hiding so many great experts, all of them guarding this place to capture Lan Yichen. 

“Why are most of them human shaped? If I kill them, they should display their original forms, right?” Shi 

Hao frowned. 

Luo Dao was confused, but Lu Yi opened his mouth, feeling extremely speechless. 

“Kill him!” 

“Kill!” 

Within this silver mountain range that stretched as far as the eye could see, there were too many 

figures. They were all shouting noisily, rushing over to kill them. 

Shi Hao didn’t feel any fear, walking forward with large steps, directly heading into the depths of the 

mountain range. His eyes were chilly, carrying shocking killing intent. This immediately left those people 

stunned. 



Many people felt like this youth looked like an asura, possessing a wave of pressure that left them 

feeling terrified. 

“What are you all scared of? We have so many of us on our side. Are you telling me that we aren’t his 

opponent? Moreover, those great ones are just inside, so they will definitely sense something and come 

out soon.” Someone said. 

Then, many of them rushed over from the mountains. All types of magical artifacts flew about and 

precious techniques shone, submerging the world below. 

Hong! 

Golden symbols emerged from within Shi Hao’s eyes. Killing intent pervaded into the air. His body 

shone, and like a flying immortal, the light that was released was especially dazzling. 

This was Heaven Calamity Light. Even though he intentionally controlled it, not letting it reach its most 

powerful state, it was still extremely shocking and exceptionally brilliant. It was as if a rain of light 

gathered above their heads, scattering down onto the world. 

This type of precious technique could attack indiscriminately, the most suitable for group battles! 

Pu pu sounds rang out incessantly. The group of people were all pierced through, falling down onto the 

ground. Blood flowed everywhere. There were more than thirty people, yet in the end, all of them lost 

their lives. 

The scene was a bit quiet. Everyone shivered inwardly, stopping again, feeling fear and chilliness. They 

continuously stepped backwards. 

Shi Hao didn’t pay them any attention, rushing forward and directly entering the depths of the mountain 

range. 

At the heart of this place was a large silver millstone like mountain body. It was even taller than 

mountain peaks, imposing and majestic. 

There was a large formation here, something that several top powers worked together to arrange. It 

surrounded Silver Polish Mountain to prevent Lan Yichen from escaping. They continuously shrunk the 

formation, believing that in a few days, they’ll be able to force him out. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao continuously took action. After being together with the Divine Striking Stone for a long time, he 

developed some knowledge towards formations as well, viciously attacking at the weakest places. In the 

end, he forcibly tore open a corner and walked inside. 

Inside the great formation, There were eight figures seated within Silver Polish Mountain, each 

occupying an area. There was someone with silver hair, another with hazy purple energy, and one with 

long golden horns, all of them were different, possessing astonishing auras. It was as if eight archaic 

divine mountains were towering here, exuding a pressure that made one feel suffocated. 

“Not bad, breaking into this place, you have some methods.” The silver-haired individual spoke. His 

eyelids lifted, sizing up Shi Hao. 



“You came too late. You should just leave!” A male with a vertical eye between his brows spoke. His face 

was sinister and beautiful. This individual was sitting on a several tens of zhang tall silver boulder as he 

looked down on Shi Hao. 

They had clearly already received a report, knowing that Shi Hao’s group of three were powerful, that 

they slaughtered their way in. 

“Hahaha…” Someone roared loudly. This was an expert with long golden bull horns. After laughing, his 

eyes became cold. While standing on a silver essence boulder, he lowered his head and said, “Who do 

you think you are, wishing to bring way Lan Yichen and take the Octadic Treasure Unicorn for yourself? 

Keep dreaming!” 

“Do you think that you are that strong? What qualifications do you have to bring him away? Are you 

challenging our dignity?!” A female dressed in black armor and shrouded in black mists spoke. She 

carried a deathly aura, clearly someone from Underworld Clan. 

“En, the main character himself has come. Turns out you are the one behind Lan Yichen. Oh, Luo Dao, 

you came as well. This is the one that you two rely on? He doesn’t seem to be all that? So he only 

amounted to this much!” The one who had golden bull horns on his head laughed loudly. However, his 

eyes were extremely cold. 

“Hahaha… the main character has come. Good, once he is dead, wouldn’t the Octadic Treasure Unicorn 

be without an owner?” On the other side, a woman who wore scarlet armor smiled and said. Her 

delicate and beautiful face carried a look of ridicule. 

Chapter 839 - Eight Great Experts 

Shi Hao swept his eyes over these individuals one after another. Sure enough, they were all unordinary, 

their blood energies like a sea within their bodies, difficult for him to immediately see their depths. 

It was clear that none of them were weak. They were all the most powerful experts of an area. 

These people were at the very least the most powerful of a province. Their future accomplishments 

were immeasurable, most likely becoming a terrifying figure that would rule over an area. n-(0𝒱𝚎𝓁𝐁In 

“Have you looked at us enough yet? If you don’t want to die, then just leave. If you want to throw away 

your life, then you can step forward.” The male who was wrapped within purple energy and had a holy 

sword in his arms spoke. He was leaning against the mountain while calmly speaking. 

Shi Hao didn’t pay him any attention and carefully sensed around. He confirmed that there were only 

these eight great experts and no others hiding. 

“Since you don’t want to leave, then we’ll just send you on your way!” The expert with a pair of golden 

horns on his head spoke coldly. 

“Wait a moment.” A White Lion spoke, its eyes brilliant, stopping that golden horned expert. It looked at 

Shi Hao and said, “Dao brother, are you willing to join my Divine Temple? From your dignified spirit, you 

are definitely the hero of a generation. Why don’t you form an alliance with us?” 



It was bold and powerful, not turning into human form. Its entire body was shining with white golden 

fur, especially the hair on its temples that swelled out, making it look heroic and tyrannical. It looked just 

like a king of all from a legend. 

When the others heard this, they all felt a bit displeased. It was actually trying to rope someone in. 

“Is Divine Temple that formidable? What kind of benefit is there in joining?” Shi Hao asked. 

The people here all revealed looks of shock. He hadn't even heard about Divine Temple before? This was 

an ancient inheritance that was on par with Immortal Palace in reputation, powerful to the point of 

making others feel reverence. 

There weren’t many people in this inheritance, but not few either. They also had a glorious dao rite, but 

there was only a single ancient temple. Three divine images were consecrated there. 

Rumor has it that those were three great statues that hadn't been destroyed since the ancient times. 

They represented great power! 

Some had said that those were immortals in the Immortal Ancient Era, and others said that they were 

undying divine ancestors from the Divine Dao Era. There were others who said that those were heavenly 

emperors who were going to become unmatched in the heavens above and earth below. 

The people that came from this inheritance were all extremely powerful. They grasped the ‘Nine 

Heavens Tenth Earth Scripture’, known as the highest inheritance, one of the unmatched heavenly 

techniques! 

“As for how great Divine Temple is, dao friend can ask any random person and will know. As for joining 

us, this is a type of alliance. You won’t be restricted, and once there is trouble, we will lend a helping 

hand. That is to say, we will mutually help out each other.” The White Lion said. 

“Wu, I only have one question then. Will you guys be willing to help me seize the Octadic Treasure 

Unicorn or not?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Ancient Holy Child needs the Octadic Treasure Unicorn. If dao brother is willing to exchange, we are 

willing to do everything we can to satisfy your needs.” The White Lion’s eyes flickered as it spoke like 

this. 

“Then what point is there in joining what Divine Temple? You all even want my Octadic Treasure 

Unicorn, so if I join, won’t I have to hand over everything?” Shi Hao mocked. 

“Ancient Holy Child needs this rare treasure badly. If dao brother is willing to give it up, then everything 

can be discussed.” The White Lion said. 

When it mentioned Ancient Holy Child, those on the side all shivered inwardly, because that was an 

expert so powerful that it made them all tremble. This individual entered Immortal Ancient several 

times, coming out unrivalled each time. 

The name Ancient Holy Child not only came from his surname ‘Ancient’, but also because he was an 

ancient freak that came from Divine Temple. The Nine Heavens Tenth Earth Scripture had been 

comprehended by him to the extreme, making him powerful without equal. 



In this era, not only did Divine Temple have an exceptional inheritor, they even had Ancient Holy Child 

who entered Immortal Ancient together with him. Their strength could be said to be powerful to the 

point of leaving others in despair. 

"I need it myself as well, so I won't give it to someone else, nor will I exchange it." Shi Hao said calmly. 

“Then that is truly a pity.” The White Lion said. Its eyes were no longer peaceful, becoming a bit dazzling. 

“What is the point of talking so much? Just seize the Octadic Treasure Unicorn through your own skills. 

Just send him on his way already!” Someone said. 

“Luo Dao and Lan Yichen’s brother? Your two brothers are quite lacking, only able to run and not willing 

to fight. Truly uninteresting.” A male with five-colored sparrow wings behind him spoke. This was a 

powerful Dragon Sparrow. 

“You!” Luo Dao was furious. “You all attacked us from all sides, yet you still have the nerve to say this!” 

The one with bull horns laughed coldly, “Already defeated so badly, even if we fought one versus one, 

you are still far from being my opponent, chased until you pissed your pants in terror, holing up and not 

coming out. Otherwise, you would have been killed a long time ago!” 

Luo Dao glared at him furiously, about to take action. 

However, he was stopped by Shi Hao. He was going to take action himself. 

“Let me!” The Dragon Sparrow moved his wings, rising up into the air. This was a powerful race with 

several bloodlines in the higher realms. Every single one of them were terrifying to the extreme. They 

had the most powerful ancient blood within them, and even though it was now thin, their names 

explained everything. 

“No, let me go first. Do not fight with me over this.” The expert with golden horns spoke. He leapt down 

from the enormous boulder with a single step, trampling down onto the ground with a hong sound. The 

great earth split apart, the energy that was released berserk. It was as if there was a large golden 

mountain here that made it hard for others to breathe. 

In the rear, Lu Yi’s face became snow white. He couldn’t help but take steps backwards, his body 

trembling. 

“Hehe, even a fella like this dares to come.” The golden figure mocked. Then, he looked at Shi Hao and 

said, “Come, let me have a taste of how powerful the Octadic Treasure Unicorn’s master is.” 

“Are you all really fighting over who is going to kill me?” Shi Hao revealed a faint smile. 

“Correct. If you don’t have the skills, then not only will you have to leave behind the Octadic Treasure 

Unicorn, but your life as well!” 

A roar sounded. That golden figure brandished his fist and rushed over, domineering and forceful to the 

extreme. Endless divine force surged, as if a great sea was pouring over. 

At this moment, everyone’s expression changed. Even Luo Dao in the rear was shocked, loudly crying 

out. 



It was because this was the Archaic Barbaric Ox Clan’s mutated expert -- Golden Ox. Currently, he had 

already successfully advanced to the late stages of the Divine Flame Realm. It was an exceptional talent 

to begin with, and its cultivation was high as well. It was definitely terrifying to the extreme. 

Luo Dao suffered quite a great loss back then, and that was when the Golden Ox’s cultivation was still 

lower. After several months, it actually became this powerful. 

Even Shi Hao was startled. This was only a year and a half, yet someone already reached the late stages 

of the Divine Flame Realm. His speed was fast as expected, putting him on alert. 

“This fella has cultivated for several decades, always suppressing it. He had long studied how his 

predecessors have achieved divinity, and it is only through Immortal Ancient’s holy medicines as well as 

other things, that he was able to become so fierce, rising up quickly.” Luo Dao said. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth caved in. The Golden Ox was was exceptionally ferocious and tyrannical. When the fist 

smashed over, the entire sky seemed like it was going to fall. 

Shi Hao faced this attack head on, also releasing a fist. His fist energy rushed into the heavens, 

overflowing like a great river, similarly magnificent. 

This strike made the void tremble. It was just too powerful! Divine force surged greatly, drowning this 

place with golden light. It was as if a restricted divine sea was rising and falling. 

Everyone was shocked. With this kind of flesh power, how many people could match him? 

The golden light retreated. Shi Hao was still standing in his original place without moving, and what was 

shocking was that the powerful ox deity Golden Ox took more than ten steps backwards, his arm 

trembling slightly. The space between his thumb and forefinger was split with blood flowing from it. 

“What? The Divine Flame Realm late stage, Golden Ox known for his unmatched divine force lost in a 

contest of physical prowess?” Everyone became shocked. 

The Golden Ox’s eyes widened, golden light burning like a torch. He stared at the other party with 

disbelief. He actually ended up kicking a metal board this hard. 

In reality, Shi Hao was shocked as well. Now that he cultivated to this stage, he could kill Divine Flame 

Realm experts with just a simple move, even if the other individual’s cultivation level was higher. 

However, he never expected this ox’s flesh to be this sturdy, able to forcefully take a hit from him. If it 

was anyone else, that arm would have definitely exploded. 

"Not simple, able to block a fist from me and only bleeding a bit between your fingers. Rarely seen.” Shi 

Hao said quietly. 

However, when the Golden Ox heard this evaluation, he was so angry he wanted to spit out blood. His 

powerful flesh was his strong suit, his great force matchless, yet in the end, that fist almost blasted his 

arm apart, and he even heard these types of words. 



“You… go die for me!” The Golden Ox roared. He brandished his arm, and then a shining long blade 

appeared. He brandished it, immediately hacking down towards Shi Hao. 

“Have a bit of skill. Whose follower are you? It’ll be better if you follow me instead.” Shi Hao said. 

“He is someone allied with Sword Valley, known as the second divine general.” Luo Dao transmitted. 

“Sword Valley, Gu Jianyun…” Shi Hao frowned, recalling that ancient freak. In Sin Province, he had 

gotten a hurried glance at him. 

“Kill!” Towards this, the Golden Ox roared loudly. The shining long blade hacked downwards. 

Shi Hao didn’t hold anything back either, his five fingers forming a dragon claw and releasing 

resplendent radiance. This was a loose move he obtained from Origin Sky Secret Realm. 

Dang! 

Not only did this strike contain Shi Hao’s flesh strength, it also displayed a powerful divine ability, 

erupting with resplendent bone texts. It was incomparably vicious, bringing with it a dragon shadow. 

The sound of the exchange was deafening. This place became incomparably brilliant. 

“Kill!” The Golden Ox roared, already going crazy, fighting a great battle against Shi Hao. 

“This is the right way. He should have used his powerful methods sooner.” The scarlet armored woman 

spoke. She had advocated for Shi Hao’s death from the start. 

However, after several dozen collisions, suddenly, golden light flashed, and with a kacha sound, the long 

blade broke apart, and the Golden Ox flew outwards, his mouth coughing out large amounts of blood. 

A terrifying dragon claw imprint appeared on his chest, long streaks of blood flowing from it. His heart 

was almost pierced through. 

“Even the Golden Ox has been defeated. Everyone, even if there is someone among us who is stronger 

than the ox, it wouldn’t be that much greater. It is still better if we work together to eliminate this 

person sooner.” The White Lion spoke. His attitude immediately shifted a hundred eighty degrees, now 

taking the initiative to attack! 

“I’ve long thought of this person as unsightly. Let’s get rid of him together and turn the Eight Treasure 

Unicorn into something truly without an owner.” The scarlet armored girl spoke. Even though her face 

was delicate and beautiful, it carried a cold killing intent. That was definitely a type of oppressive smile. 

“Even though she is unordinary, she’s not an ancient freak in the end, not worth capturing. Guess I’ll just 

kill her.” Shi Hao said. 

“You…” The scarlet armored woman’s eyes carried coldness. She was actually being talked about by 

someone like this. 

“Everyone, do not hide anything any longer. This is the first time the eight of us are working together.” 

The silver haired male spoke. 



The eight experts moved. They came from different powers, all of them the most powerful experts of an 

area. 

“No matter who comes, they will all die. There won’t be any miracles.” Someone said softly. 

From a certain perspective, this truly was the truth. No one could simultaneously take on eight great 

experts. At the very least, among those who have come out from isolation, there is no one that strong! 

One has to understand that they had four exceptional talents among them, as well as four who could 

fight exceptional talents. They were all the most powerful experts of their respective sides! 

Luo Dao walked up to help Shi Hao. 

“One of you, stop him. The other seven will work together to kill this person.” The male who had purple 

mists curling about him and carried a sword spoke. 

“Luo Dao, back up. Let me do this alone.” Shi Hao said calmly. 

“Who do you think you are? You are going to fight eight exceptional talent level experts at the same 

time?!” The Dragon Sparrow laughed coldly. A pair of wings moved, multicolored clouds surged, 

erupting with divine might. Countless feathers shot out, turning into divine arrows before flying at Shi 

Hao. 

Hong! 

Towards this, Shi Hao also moved his wings. A berserk aura surged outwards, and then all of the Dragon 

Sparrow divine feathers were sent flying out in reverse. Following several pu pu sounds, several divine 

feathers pierced the Dragon Sparrow’s own body. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a loud roar, his voice shaking Silver Polish Mountain. Blood energy overflowed 

outwards. He was going to fight eight great exceptional talent level experts here alone. 

The woman who wore scarlet armor took action. Her hands formed an imprint, forming a blazing fan. 

She fanned it in Shi Hao’s direction. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao formed a fist imprint, directly smashing it outwards, blasting that blazing fan apart and sending 

that woman flying outwards, blood flowing out from her mouth. 

Shi Hao’s black hair danced about crazily, his eyes like golden lamps. He didn’t hold back at all, taking 

action with full force, using this to test out the results of his cultivation. He was just like a devil king. 

“Who are you?” The White Lion asked. 

“Shi Hao!” Shi Hao replied. He attacked again, his legs like dragon snakes, lashing outwards, blasting 

apart the White Lion’s precious artifacts and almost sweeping past its head. The strong winds shaved off 

its hair in that area. Blood flowed outwards. 

“Kill! 



The eight experts trembled inwardly, no longer daring to hide their greatest methods. They all used their 

true fighting strength, taking action together. 

“Shi Hao, that sounds a bit familiar…” Someone said while attacking. 

“Today, I will establish a reputation for my own name!” Shi Hao roared. His blood energy was berserk, 

the light that erupted from his body illuminating the entire mountain region. He attacked completely 

like a devil king. 

After arriving in the higher realms, more people knew about his name as Huang, and only a few people 

knew that he was Shi Hao. Today, he was going to prove himself through this battle! 

Chapter 840 - Devil King Unmatched 

“Arrogant, you can forget about challenging us all by yourself. I don’t believe that there is someone who 

can do so in this world unless an ancient freak came out!” The Golden Ox roared. His injuries weren’t 

light, but his battle strength didn’t decrease. He rushed out. 

With a step of his feet, golden light erupted, forming a golden ripple that quickly rushed towards Shi 

Hao. 

This was a resonance with the great earth that condensed, a battle skill of the Barbaric Ox Race. The 

symbols were exceptionally terrifying, using the great earth’s power to directly crush an enemy. 

The others used their most powerful methods as well, not daring to act carelessly, working together to 

kill Shi Hao. 

Chi! 

A streak of sword energy pierced through the air, rushing over from the east while accompanied by 

purple energy. The male with the holy sword now held the sword with both hands, thrusting it over. 

Shi Hao’s pupils released cold lightning. His legs moved, and with every step, lotuses were born. Golden 

lotuses covered everything, neutralizing the Barbaric Ox Clan’s innate skill, causing all the golden ripples 

to scatter. 

At the same time, he raised his hand, his fingers like a sword, directly smashing into that sparkling divine 

sword. The tips of his fingers stopped the sword, erupting with divine radiance. 

“En?” 

Everyone became greatly shocked. How domineering was this? To dare take on the divine sword with 

his fingers! Every movement he made gave others an unmatched feeling. 

Chi! 

Sword energy weaved about. The male who released sword energy from the east, sword edge 

resplendent, bone texts interweaved, became more powerful. He continuously attacked with the sword. 

Shi Hao’s fingers blossomed with sword radiance. Stalk after stalk of grass appeared in the void, the 

grass a bluish green and full of vitality, incomparably mystical. 



Dong! 

Following a great clash, that divine sword was blasted flying. All of the grass turned into sword energy, 

sweeping in all directions and attacking at everyone. 

Earsplitting shouts were released. Everyone was doing everything they could to resist, no longer daring 

to act carelessly, feeling more and more like this youth was ridiculously powerful. 

Now, as long as Shi Hao took action, it was definitely fatal against Divine Flame Realm experts. Only by 

working together could these eight great exceptional talents resist. 

Otherwise, if it was anyone else, they would have already died. 

“Kill!” 

The scarlet armor clad woman’s hands formed an imprint, forming a symbol flame fan to attack Shi Hao. 

“Just some small trick.” Shi Hao said coldly. He already saw it and broke through it before. This type of 

precious method was ineffective against him. His palm slapped outwards, scattering it again, 

immediately sending fiery light overflowing into the sky. 

Chi! 

Suddenly, under the blazing fiery light, a scarlet hook rushed over with great speed, arriving before Shi 

Hao’s eyes, piercing through the protective energy around him. 

This was a scorpion tail that came from behind that woman. The moment she formed the imprint, it 

already stabbed outwards viciously towards his vital area. 

“Fire Scorpion’s person!” Lu Yi was shocked. As long as this tail pierced through the skin, it could poison 

a true deity to death. It was because it could corrode the primordial spirit, harming the great dao’s 

foundation. It was the most sinister thing. 

Luo Dao’s expression changed. This attack was too sudden. Not even he knew that the scarlet armored 

woman was from the Flame Scorpion Clan. 

Shi Hao was shocked, but he wasn’t flustered. Golden ripples appeared around his body, spiraling there, 

forming powerful energy that distorted the void. 

This was the Golden Vortex Ripple technique that came from the Peng Clan. Now that Shi Hao 

comprehended the Kun Peng technique, this art’s power greatly increased, becoming incomparably 

powerful. 

Not only could it devour the foundation energy of the outside world, it could also erase all types of 

attacks. 

Dang! 

Under everyone’s expectant eyes, the fiery red heavenly scorpion tail pierced Shi Hao’s body, but it 

didn’t produce the sound of piercing flesh, as if it struck metal or stone. 



That extremely sharp, invincible scorpion tail stinger was stopped by the golden vortices. There 

unexpectedly seemed to be a small figure seated there, chanting scriptures inside that vortex. 

Peng! 

The golden vortices immediately wrapped around the scorpion tail, locking it in place. 

“En? Hurry up and take action!” The scarlet clad woman cried out in alarm. She had never encountered 

this type of situation before. As long as she took action, all enemies would avoid this attack. However, 

someone dared to block her scorpion tail today! 

The others naturally took action, attacking Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao’s figure was tyrannical. The golden vortices swirled, the Kun Peng method displaying its 

profoundness, powerful beyond comparison. That scorpion tail was locked down, and then with a fierce 

twist, it was about to be broken. 

“Ah…” The woman cried out in pain. It was just the beginning, yet not only did her hidden attack not 

work, she was going to have her tail broken. 

A golden lightning sword appeared in Shi Hao’s hands. It quickly hacked at the woman. 

The Flame Scorpion Clan’s female expert’s eyes flickered with cold light. She knew that Shi Hao 

purposely didn’t break her tail, using this to pull in the distance and then kill her. 

She spared no effort to jump backwards, and with a kacha sound, her tail snapped. Poison flew 

everywhere, rushing towards Shi Hao’s body. Her action was decisive and vicious. 

“I underestimated you determination.” Shi Hao said. The surface of his body shone, and the Golden 

Vortex Ripple technique operated, scattering all of the poison. 

“Aiya, what a waste. In the end, she is still a female exceptional talent, so if you really can’t subdue her, 

you can still make her a tea serving girl…” The Divine Striking Stone sighed with pity. 

Of course, this was definitely done on purpose, for the sake of ruining these powerful experts’ 

confidence. It was also worried that Shi Hao wouldn’t be able to hold on. After all, these were eight 

great exceptional talent level experts. 

“Will you dare drink it if she serves tea? You’ll be poisoned to death.” Shi Hao said. Then, he added, 

“Even if I am going to take exceptional talents, I have to take the very best. She’s not enough.” 

When she heard this type of ridicule, the woman who wore scarlet colored armor erupted with anger. 

Her head of hair danced crazily about, and divine light surged behind her. There were unexpectedly nine 

golden tails that appeared at the same time, all of them shockingly sharp. 

“Nine Tailed Heavenly Scorpion, this is her innate precious technique. She produced so many poisonous 

tails at once!” Luo Dao was shocked. 

Shi Hao’s expression froze as well, no longer daring to show carelessness. He didn’t fear attacks of brunt 

force, but he had to be a bit more careful when dealing with this type of poison. 

“Kill!” 



Eight great experts rushed over murderously, using their most powerful methods. 

When Shi Hao was dealing with the nine golden scorpion tails, behind him, black mists and dark light 

surged. There was a bit of a decaying aura as well. 

Underworld Clan’s female expert held a death god scythe in her hands, bringing it down on the back of 

his head. It was unexpectedly able to tear through the void, leaving behind a huge crack. It was 

incomparably terrifying. 

“En?” 

Shi Hao had no choice but to pay attention to this attack. The death god scythe’s power was extremely 

terrifying. It was pitch black like ink. Even though its appearance was unusual, it was definitely refined 

from void beast bone as well. 

However, it shouldn’t be able to compare to the void halberd. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a grunt. He didn’t use the void halberd, instead firing out a streak of lightning from his 

mouth that was incomparably thick. That was the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique, extremely 

effective against dead spirits and Underworld Earth’s experts. 

Hong! 

Underworld Clan’s female expert was alarmed, quickly retreating out of fear of being struck by the 

lightning radiance. That great yang force left her horrified. 

“This is the Lightning Emperor’s precious technique?!” She was extremely doubtful. 

“Shi Hao, this name sounds familiar. It seems to be that person from the lower realm.” Right now, there 

was finally someone who remembered. They couldn’t help but become shocked. Didn’t that youth die in 

the lower realm? 

Hong! 

Shi Hao erupted with power, his entire body releasing electrical radiance, sweeping through every 

direction. In addition, lightning dao stars fell through the void, smashing together and covering this 

world with electrical arcs. 

Silver Polish Mountain was also made of metal, resonating in response, conducting the electrical 

radiance. This entire place became chaotic! 

“Ah…” Lan Yichen was blasted out. He hid in the distance, looking at everything with shock. 

As for the eight great experts, they were all alarmed. This lightning was just too terrifying! The great 

battle was becoming more and more intense. Bone texts interweaved like an ocean, surging and pouring 

out into this place. 

“Three Eyes Split the Heavens!” 



At this moment, the sinister male with the vertical eye between his brows shouted. His three eyes 

shone, unexpectedly deforming the void. He took aim at Shi Hao, wishing to tear him apart. 

In Shi Hao's surroundings, space collapsed, and much of the lightning was guided away, entering an 

unknown dimension. 

“How powerful!” Luo Dao sighed with amazement. 

Even Shi Hao couldn’t help but nod his head, feeling quite shocked. This male actually opened up the 

void with his own strength! The power of that vertical eye was too great. 

He shifted out horizontally to avoid this attack. That lightning radiance was sucked away by the void. 

The three-eyed male clearly exhausted too much of his foundational energy. After completing this 

attack, his face became pale. 

However, he clenched his teeth and displayed it again, firing out streak after streak of light from 

between his brows, attacking Shi Hao to end him here. 

When the others saw this, they all attacked in coordination, because the three-eyed divine light was too 

domineering. 

“Let’s stop that here!” Shi Hao released a great shout. His body shone, and then flying immortal 

radiance flew out streak after streak. This was his supreme being precious technique - Heaven Calamity 

Light. 

This radiance was incomparably resplendent. Even though it normally attacked indiscriminately, right 

now, all of it was concentrated on three-eyed male. 

“Not good, I can’t hold on! The consumption is too great! Hurry and protect me!” The three-eyed male’s 

expression changed. 

Hong! 

Unfortunately, they underestimated Shi Hao’s precious technique. This was the divine ability his first 

supreme being bone produced, its power incomparably great. 

Pu! 

Large amounts of radiance shone everywhere, drowning out that three-eyed male. Bloody radiance 

surged. He was blasted through. A miserable scream sounded. 

Even though the others were trying to provide assistance, and even he himself was trying his best to 

defend himself, that light was too resplendent and too great, piercing through all of his vital points. That 

third eye in particular took a direct hit, already splitting apart. The Heaven Calamity Light pierced 

through his skull. 

One of these most powerful experts lost his life just like that! 

Everyone became stupefied. An expert fell just like that? 



“En, actually a Three-Eyed Beast and not human shaped. This is too great!” Shi Hao’s face was originally 

sullen, but after seeing the three-eyed male reveal his original form, he immediately became happy. 

Peng! 

He kicked the Three-Eyed Beast out, having Lu Yi and Luo Dao properly take care of it. 

“Kill! Everyone, if you hide any more secret methods, then it will be dangerous for us! This person 

cannot be dealt with through normal means!” 

Hong! 

Lightning radiance erupted in Shi Hao’s surroundings to protect himself. He began to operate his divine 

force and precious techniques, about to attack at full force. 

“I am sure that he is Huang! Everyone, we have to stake it all!” Underworld Clan’s woman said, revealing 

a bit of news. 

“What? If Huang is this person, who is Shi Hao?” The group of people were all shocked. 

“I am myself! Today, I will use my own name!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

“Kill!” 

The Golden Ox produced its original body. This was an enormous Barbaric Ox, like a small mountain 

forged from gold. It rushed at Shi Hao while fiercely trampling on the ground. 

“I am going to repeat myself. Are you willing to follow me and serve as my mount?” Shi Hao shouted. 

“You can go to hell!” The Barbaric Ox roared, releasing a thunderous sound. That type of roar was 

enough to terrify a group of experts, enough to make the void collapse. 

This was its innate divine ability -- Barbaric Ox Roar. This roar was exceptional powerful, able to split the 

heavens. 

"Ah…” Shi Hao felt his ears ringing, his head feeling like it was stabbed by needles. He couldn’t help but 

feel shocked towards this type of precious technique. It had some unique uses as expected, about to 

actually injure him. 

He released a roar, using his own voice to suppress the Barbaric Ox’s roar. “Since that is the case, if you 

don’t want to be a mount, then just turn into hotpot beef!” 

A lightning spear appeared in his hands. It thrusted forward, about to kill this Golden Ox. 

Suddenly, another great roar sounded that made all things wither, making hundred beasts surrender 

and all creatures of this world tremble. 

It was precisely the White Lion. Its strength was ranked at the top of these eight, and at this moment, it 

became problematic. It was also displaying its innate divine ability, and it perfectly coordinated with the 

Barbaric Ox. The two voices overlayed with each other, increasing the power greatly. 

Lion’s roar! 



It was incomparably ferocious, the might world shaking, and even added on top of the Barbaric Ox’s 

roar. 

Shi Hao’s body staggered, and the lightning spear in his hands even scattered. He was almost pierced 

through by the nine golden scorpion tails behind him. 

“Good, good, good, I really did underestimate all of you. From here on out, there will be a bloodbath!” 

Shi Hao stabilized his body and unleashed his single heavenly passage, stopping all of the sound waves 

from reaching him. 

His head of black hair danced about even though there was no wind. His eyes became even colder. He 

was like an unrivaled devil king that had reincarnated as he slaughtered his way forward. 

Qiang! 

A golden lightning spear appeared, dazzling and resplendent. It was formed from lightning, absolutely 

unstoppable. He rushed at the Golden Ox while holding it with both hands. 

“Stop him!” Everyone took action to stop this attack. 

However, the power Shi Hao displayed at this moment was too great. With his only heavenly passage 

protecting him, he went crazy. Lightning swirled about him, pushing back everyone. 

Moo! 

The Golden Ox roared, its horns shining and releasing blades to stop Shi Hao. 

Unfortunately, Shi Hao was incomparably ferocious, tearing through everything in his way like rotten 

weeds. The lightning spear blasted off its horns, and then with a ferocious thrust, a pu sounded. Its 

forehead was pierced through. 

The Golden Ox released a miserable cry, its voice world shaking. Its enormous body fell onto the ground, 

blood flowing everywhere. Electrical radiance was still curling about its head, dying a violent death. 

The White Tiger unleashed a hidden assault, its incomparably sharp claws turning into wide blades as 

they slashed at Shi Hao’s back. 

Suddenly, radiance shone brilliantly. Shi Hao’s entire body shone. The Reincarnation technique was 

activated. He suddenly turned around, the reincarnation symbols forming a heavenly sword in his hands 

before fiercely hacking downwards. 

Aohou… The White Lion roared, feeling incomparable terror. It felt itself become older, its power 

flowing from its body, unable to defend itself against that sword at all. 

This was the reincarnation sword formed from condensed supreme being symbols! 

Pu! 

Shi Hao hacked down, slicing through the lion’s head. Blood splashed high into the air. 

Hu! 



Strong winds roared from above. The Dragon Sparrow moved his wings, displaying their might from the 

sky to attack Shi Hao. His eyes were cold and vicious. 

Shi Hao raised his head. A pair of Kun Peng wings appeared behind his back. He rushed upwards, the 

heaven reaching wings moving about. Golden multicolored light and mists surged, divine force erupting 

chaotically. 

Hong! 

Divine might moved heaven and earth! 

Ah… The Dragon Sparrow cried out miserably. After clashing with the Kun Peng wings, his wings were 

broken, blood flowing everywhere. He was no match at all. 

Pu! 

As the final strike, the Kun Peng wings behind Shi Hao moved, removing his head and wiping out his 

primordial spirit. A corpse fell onto the ground. 

Several great experts lost their lives. Those below all shivered in fear, immediately too scared to fight 

further. 

Underworld Clan’s woman held the death god scythe in her hands, using the Void Beast Bone precious 

object to hack apart the void, turning around to leave. 

Qiang! 

A void halberd appeared in Shi Hao’s hand. He directly chased into the void, brandished the halberd, 

fiercely hacking it down. 

Following a deafening sound, the void shattered. The two individuals reappeared. The death god scythe 

was broken. The void halberd released a dazzling light that was incomparably dazzling, and with a 

ferocious hack, it cleaved the Underworld Clan female into two. Black blood splashed everywhere! 

Run! 

This was what the remaining three individuals thought. There was no way they could defeat this enemy! 

This was an unmatched devil king! He was just too terrifying. 

“Where do you think you all are going?!” Shi Hao held the great halberd in one hand, cutting off that 

Flame Scorpion Clan female exceptional talent’s escape path. 

“Kill!” The heavenly scorpion girl screamed. 

Pu! 

In the end, the nine golden scorpion tails were all cut off. Poison splashed high into the air. Then, he 

brandished his halberd, removing her head, sending it flying far into the distance. Large amounts of 

blood splashed outwards. 

Shi Hao faced the wind while holding the halberd, his black hair flying about, gaze like lightning. Right 

now, he was like a demon lord towering in the world of mortals! 



In the distance, Luo Dao and Lan Yichen were both shocked. Even those as powerful as themselves were 

trembling. This was the first time they felt that if they followed by this person’s side, they wouldn’t feel 

so wronged after all. 

 


